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In order to understand player immersion in video games, this study identifies key characteristics 
within video games that directly influence the experience of immersion. A new scale based upon 
these 10 characteristics – Comprehension, Intuitive Controls and Systems, Engaging and 
Rewarding Gameplay, Emotional Engagement, Multiple Channels of Complete Sensory 
Information, Cognitively Demanding Environments, Believability of Objects in the Game World, 
Realistic and Dynamic Environments An Unbroken Presentation of the Game World, and 
Character Perspective Interfaces – was developed. To evaluate the scale, 164 participants were 
recruited to play a variety of video games. After a principle components analysis was conducted, 
it was found that all the items on the scale loaded strongly onto a single component. The items that 
loaded heaviest were items directly related to one’s experience playing the game – was the game 
enjoyable, was the game’s story, world, and characters interesting, and did the game capture their 
senses. Overall, the findings suggest that if players do not enjoy the game they will not become 
immersed. Additionally, the characteristics were then reduced and revised to only contain 8 
characteristics - Comprehension, Intuitive Controls and Systems, Engaging and Rewarding 
Gameplay, Emotional Engagement, Multiple Channels of Sensory Information, Cognitively 
Demanding Environments, Believability of Objects and Enviornment in the Game World, and 
Character Perspective Interfaces. 
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Introduction 
 

Developing and maintaining a player’s engagement and immersion in a video game is 

critical to ensuring that players enjoy, and invest in that game. Unfortunately, very little clarity 

currently exists on how exactly to measure, quantify, or achieve player engagement and 

immersion in video games. This paper will present the results of a research study aimed not only 

at developing a reliable and easy-to-use scale that can be utilized to assess immersion in video 

games, but also to compile a framework of evidence-based design principles that have been 

shown to enhance immersion and engagement among players. This paper will review the 

findings of the last 30 years of research into games and immersion, focusing on the ways in 

which it can be defined and measured. Next, the characteristics of games that have been found to 

increase player immersion will be identified. Finally, the scale and theoretical framework will be 

presented, along with a summary of the supporting data from 164 participants across a number of 

products and genres. 

Literature Review 
 

What makes video games engaging? 
 

      One of the earliest and widely accepted studies in the field of understanding what 

makes video games “fun” was by Thomas Malone who identified three factors present in 

successful video games: Challenge, Fantasy and Curiosity (1981). Malone states that for a video 

game environment to provide a player with Challenge, the environment must provide goals that 

the player can accomplish. In order for a game to be challenging, it must be 1) challenging 

enough such that the player does not believe it is too easy to reach their goal, and 2) not too 

challenging that the player does not believe they will reach their goal. Without goals, players are 
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not able to determine what the purpose of playing the game is; these goals can be personal, or 

tangible in-game goals. Without “good” goals, players will be unable to find a “personally 

meaningful” reason to why they are playing the video game.  

        Malone’s second factor, Fantasy, is described as an “environment that evokes mental 

images of things not present to the senses or within the actual experience of the person involved 

(Malone, 1981, p.360). He goes on to state that these mental images do not have to be physical, 

but can also be abstract concepts and situations that a player is in (such as being the ruler of a 

country). The more compelling and “emotionally involving” a fantasy is, the higher the 

likelihood that it impacts a player’s emotional state and draws them in. For example, someone 

who is not a fan of High Fantasy settings will not feel the same emotions, and desire to play as 

someone who is a fan of High Fantasy settings (Malone, 1981). 

 Malone’s third and final factor, Curiosity, is described as providing an environment for 

the player such that it is “neither too complicated nor too simple”, it “should be novel and 

surprising, but not completely incomprehensible”. He states that there are two types of Curiosity; 

Sensory and Cognitive. Sensory curiosity is the “attention-attracting values of changes in the 

light, sound or other sensory stimuli of an environment” (Malone, 1981, p.363). Video games are 

able to capitalize on this type of curiosity as audio effects, visual effects, animation, artwork, and 

music are all tools that game developers use to enhance a player experience inside the game. 

These can be used to signal that a player has achieved something and has been given a reward, 

provide player feedback, and to “decorate” the environment and make it feel more immersive.  

Cognitive curiosity is described as the desire for players to enhance their understanding 

of an environment, actions, or narrative during gameplay. For example, players are often 

motivated to examine the environment for details and learn more about the narrative through 
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side-quests and background lore in an effort to create a better understanding of the game world 

while discovering consistencies and inconsistencies based on what they have experienced so far 

(Malone, 1981).  

Flow 
 

In an effort to understand how people can achieve mental states of “optimal 

performance” during an activity, Csikszentmihalyi (1990) describes the concept of Flow, “a state 

in which people are so involved in an activity that nothing else seems to matter”. In order to 

achieve this state of Flow, many prerequisites must be met. First, individuals must be performing 

a task that they find intrinsically rewarding, they are simply doing it for the sake of doing it. 

Second, the task must be sufficiently difficult that it engages the performer’s cognitive ability. 

The task must be not too difficult that it brings about frustration and stress, nor must it be too 

easy that it bores the performer. Lastly, the performer must have a clear understanding of what 

they are trying to achieve, and how they can complete the task. This is supported through giving 

the performer clear and immediate feedback on the success or failure from their actions. Once 

these three prerequisites have been achieved, the performer is able to enter a state of Flow 

(Csikszentmihalyi, 1990).  

While Flow is considered a state of optimum performance, and the “ultimate” state of 

mind that a performer wishes to achieve, there are many other states in which a performer can 

enter. Figure 1 shows the different “states of mind” that a performer can fall into depending on 

the challenge level and skill level of that performer. 
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Figure 1. A graph showing the different states of mind someone can enter depending on 

the task challenge level and skill level (Csikszentmihalyi, 1997).  

In an effort to understand how Flow relates to video game play, Sweetser and Wyeth 

(2005) have created what they call a “GameFlow” model through adapting Csikszentmihalyi’s 

theory of Flow. Sweetser and Wyeth identified eight separate elements essential to the 

manifestation of Flow in video games: 

1) Concentration: Games should require concentration and the player should be able to 
concentrate on the game 

2) Challenge: Games should be sufficiently challenging and match the player’s skill 
level 

3) Player Skills: Games must support player skill development and mastery 

4) Control: Players should feel a sense of control over their actions in the game 

5) Clear Goals: Games should provide the player with clear goals at appropriate times 

6) Feedback: Players must receive appropriate feedback at appropriate times 

7) Immersion: Players should experience deep but effortless involvement in the game 

8) Social Interaction: Games should support and create opportunities for social 
interaction. 
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The researchers then go into detail describing the criteria required for these eight 

elements to come to fruition. For Concentration, there must be many stimuli in the environment 

such that a player will focus solely on the game throughout gameplay. Additionally, the game 

should provide players with tasks that are not distracting. Challenge is met by having game tasks 

that match a players’ ability and increasing in difficulty and novelty over time. Player Skills 

criteria is described as making sure that players are able to understand how to play the game in a 

fun and easy manner. The criteria that lead to Control are that players should feel that they have 

complete control over their own characters’ actions, progression in the game, and understanding 

game mechanics and system functioning. Additionally, players should be able to make errors 

freely without the fear of creating an undesired state without any recovery.  

For Clear Goals to be met, games must provide goals clearly and at appropriate times. 

The Feedback element is achieved through providing players with immediate feedback regarding 

their actions, status, and progress towards these goals. Immersion is achieved through players 

becoming unaware of their immediate surroundings, and feel emotionally, and physically 

involved in the game. Finally, Social Interaction is achieved through supporting competition, 

cooperation, and interaction between players within and outside of the game (Sweetser & Wyeth, 

2005).  

          Based on these elements and criteria, we are now able to identify what are the 

characteristics in video games that would lead to a Flow state for players during video game 

play. This idea of how task challenge level, user skill, and motivational factors interact to create 

psychological states is essential to the experience a player gets during gameplay. Game designers 

should be concerned about how to keep players in Flow, Control, Arousal, or whichever the 

desired mental state they are trying to elicit in a player through their game. Due to individual 
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differences and preferences in gameplay, some gamers prefer different levels of challenge 

depending on the type of gamer they are. For example, a “hardcore gamer” prefers higher 

difficulty compared to a “novice” or “casual” gamer, (See Figure 2). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. A graph showing how Flow comes about in different kinds of gamers. The 

colored zones indicate the Flow Zones, and the red line indicates a gamer’s current 

experience. (Chen, 2007). 

The concept of Flow, or being so completely focused on a task that everything else falls 

away, has been examined in many other fields under different names. Although not quite the 

same thing, Presence is a concept that is closely related to feelings elicited during a Flow state 

and therefore provides a basis in which it can be examined and understood (Bryce & Rutter, 

2001; Jin, 2011; Weibel, et al., 2008;) 

Presence 
 

 Due to the nature of the concept, there has been much debate on what presence actually 

is.  Many researchers have identified many subtypes of presence, such as: spatial presence, 
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telepresence, virtual presence, social presence, mediated presence and many more (Lee, 2004; 

Sheridan, 1992; Biocca et al., 2001; Jin, 2011). While there is much debate over the minute 

details of the different types of presence and how they are not all exactly the same, for the 

purposes of this paper, I will be looking at the concept of presence as a whole.   

Lombard and Ditton (1997) define presence as the “perceptual illusion of nonmediation”, 

or that one “forgets” that a mediated experience, the media content, is not actually mediated, 

making one “feel” that they are experiencing the media content firsthand. Presence has also been 

described as a “psychological state in which virtual (para-authentic or artificial) objects are 

experienced as actual objects in either sensory or nonsensory ways” (Lee, 2004, p. 37). In short, 

when an individual experiences presence, things in the environment they are viewing are 

perceived as non-virtual objects. Similarly, Wissmath, Weibel & Groner (2009) stated that 

presence is a state in which “media contents are perceived as ‘real’ in the sense that media users 

experience a sensation of being spatially located in the mediated environment (p. 116). 

While these are useful definitions, I believe the most comprehensive and generalizable 

definition comes from The International Society for Presence Research which defines Presence 

as “a psychological state or subjective perception in which even though part or all of an 

individual’s current experience is generated by and/or filtered through human-made technology, 

part or all of the individual’s perception fails to accurately acknowledge the role of the 

technology in the experience” (2000). With this definition in place we can now examine how 

people experience presence and what the factors are that contribute to greater or lesser feelings 

of presence.  
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How does Presence come about? 

In order to better understand how presence occurs in people, Wirth et al. (2007) 

developed the “Spatial Situation Model” or SSM, (see Figure 3). The researchers state that there 

are two levels required for someone to achieve presence. First, users form a mental model of the 

situation, or environment they are experiencing based off of various cues in the environment. For 

example, these cues can be the images moving across the screen, the sounds that are created from 

doing an action in-game, as well as the users’ own assumptions about the environment based on 

the information presented (Madigan, 2010). Users must then make sense of their situation and 

determine when, where, and what the user is located in based off of these cues. After 

constructing an SSM, users then ask themselves, consciously or unconsciously, if they perceive 

themselves as being located inside the environment (Madigan, 2010). The users’ “Primary Ego 

Reference Frame (PERF), or where a person perceives their self-location is, shifts from the real 

world to the mediated environment (Wirth et al., 2007).  
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Figure 3. The Spatial Situation Model (SSM) 

Wirth et al. (2007) state that in order for a user to construct a SSM, many conditions 

within the user must be met. Mainly, that users become so engaged with the environment that 

they are involuntarily directing their attention to the environment through what the researchers 

call “involuntary attention allocation”. Additionally, users experiencing an environment must be 

directing their attention towards the mediated environment because they find it “interesting or 

enjoyable”, through what the researchers call, “controlled attention allocation”.  

Similar to attention, Involvement has also been identified as an integral component to 

experiencing presence (Witmer & Singer, 1998). The authors define involvement as “a 

psychological state experienced as a consequence of focusing one’s energy and attention on a 

coherent set of stimuli or meaningfully related activities and events” (p. 227). They state that the 
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more a user focuses on an environment, the more involved they become, and therefore increases 

their sense of presence. Additionally, involvement can increase or decrease depending on how 

well the activity and environment they are experiencing holds the users’ attention.  

In addition to involvement, physiological arousal has also been identified as being highly 

correlated with greater feelings of presence, involvement, and positive affect in users (Lombard 

& Ditton, 1997; Schneider et al., 2004; Ravaja, et al., 2006; Ravaja et al., 2004; Riva, et al., 

2007).  

While presence can be achieved in every form of media, it has especially strong effects in 

video games (Tamborini, & Skalski, 2006). Many researchers have found several characteristics 

and concepts integral to an individual having a greater sense of presence. These same 

characteristics and concepts have also been used in identifying components that lead to a greater 

sense of immersion as well.  

Immersion 
 

While the definitions of presence and immersion are quite similar to one another, they are 

not quite the same thing. Immersion, which has been called several names, (such as cognitive 

absorption, absorption, involvement, and engrossment) is more about “feeling submerged in a 

form of entertainment, or rather, being unaware that you are experiencing an artificial world” 

(Adams, 2014, p. 20). However, presence and immersion are so inter-related that they are often 

used interchangeably and for the sake of practicality I believe they measure the same construct 

(McMahon, 2003). 

Given these varying names for the concept of immersion, defining what it actually is a 

hotly debated topic; however, the most accepted definition for immersion is defined as “the 
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sensation of being surrounded by a completely other reality […] that takes over all our attention” 

(Murray, 2007, p. 98). Rollings and Adams (2003) also note that immersion is closely related to 

the concept of “suspending one’s disbelief”, or believing (consciously or subconsciously) that a 

world is reality and not fictional. Thanks to this definition, the next step to understanding 

immersion is understanding how people experience it. 

Brown and Cairns (2004) have developed what they call a “Grounded Theory” of 

immersion through interviewing gamers to identify characteristics of immersion. The researchers 

state that “immersion is used to describe the degree of involvement with a game” (p. 1298) and 

describe several barriers to achieving higher degrees of involvement with a game. The first stage 

towards immersion is simply engaging with the game itself. Moving past this stage relies on how 

much effort, attention, and time a player puts into the game. Similarly, Ryan (2001), has 

identified concentration as the first component needed to become “absorbed” in a medium. 

Players must be first interested in playing the game before engagement can occur. The next 

barrier to engagement players face is the level of investment a player puts into a game. Players 

must be concentrated on the task at hand, and as such, the more time, effort, and attention a 

player puts into a game is directly related to the sense of immersion a player gets from a game. 

Games that are harder to play mechanically or physically require more time investment. Games 

that require more effort to accomplish goals in a game should also equal the amount of rewards 

the player gets from that game, otherwise the player will feel that they have invested their time 

poorly. The researchers describe that once these two barriers have been passed, a player “begins 

to feel engaged” but lacks an emotional attachment to the game (Brown & Cairns, 2004). 

For players to become immersed further, the player must become “engrossed” with the 

game (Brown & Cairns, 2004). In order to pass this barrier, the game must be constructed in such 
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a way that the players’ “emotions are directly affected by the game” (Brown & Cairns, 2004). 

Similarly, Ryan (2001) called this concept “imaginative involvement” as a media consumer 

“engages emotionally and imaginatively in the presented situation”. While Ryan is specifically 

talking about immersion as it relates to reading, I believe that the core concepts that are 

presented in her book can be directly applied to any other entertainment medium, including 

games.  

According to their interviews, Brown and Cairns found that players became engrossed 

through the “visuals, interesting tasks, and plot” (2004). Games that were “well-constructed” 

also led to increased respect for the designers of the game, and appreciation of the time and effort 

expended to create the game (Brown & Cairns, 2004). Since players often become so involved 

and invested in playing a game, players tend to become “emotionally [or psychologically] 

drained” after long periods of gameplay due to the lengthy period “suspension of disbelief” and 

high levels of arousal while playing a video.  

This suspension of disbelief and pouring of mental resources into a game is what Brown 

and Cairns (2004) call “Total Immersion”, or presence. Participants from their study noted that 

during this stage they “just forget about the things around you and you’re focused on what you’re 

doing in the game”. Similarly, Ryan (2001) describes this same concept of being “caught up in 

the textual world that she loses sight of anything external to it” as “entrancement”. 

Brown and Cairns (2004) state that the two barriers to achieving total immersion, or 

presence, are empathy, and “atmosphere”. They state that “empathy is the growth of attachment” 

to a character or team, but you do not necessarily have to empathize with the characters’ 

situation (Brown & Cairns, 2004). The researchers found that players who did not feel presence 

during gameplay lacked empathy to the characters; this is often due to the nature of the game 
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being played or the way it was constructed (Brown & Cairns, 2004). Atmosphere is created 

through audio-visuals that are relevant to the actions of the characters and the environment the 

game is located in. The more a player invests time into attending to audio-visual stimuli, the 

more immersed a player will become (Brown & Cairns, 2004).  

Another interesting finding from their study was that the researchers found that all but 

one of the games the participants discussed as being “totally immersive” were first-person 

perspective games, suggesting that a realistic player perspective can play a role in enhancing 

immersion (Brown & Cairns, 2004).  

Brown and Cairns (2004) also state that attention is extremely important to a player’s 

ability to become immersed in a game. They state that the number of senses that a game is able 

grasp hold of in a player directly correlates with the level of immersion a player experiences 

(Brown & Cairns, 2004). The researchers’ findings about the features of immersion strongly 

correlate with Csikszentmihalyi’s (1997) concept of Flow, which was described previously. The 

focusing of attention on the game, the immediate feedback of how well a player is doing in a 

game, and the intuitiveness of controls can all heighten or hinder a users’ level of immersion in a 

video game, or increase the likelihood that a player will achieve flow.  

Agarwal and Karahanna’s (2000) concept of “Cognitive Absorption” closely resembles 

Flow theory as well as Brown and & Cairns (2001) model of immersion. The researchers 

describe cognitive absorption as “a state of deep involvement with a software” that are exhibited 

by the following characteristics:  

(1) Temporal dissociation, or the inability to register the passage of time while engaged 
in interaction;  

(2) Focused immersion, or the experience of total engagement where other attentional 
demands are, in essence, ignored;  
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(3) Heightened enjoyment, capturing the pleasurable aspects of the interaction;   

(4) Control, representing the user's perception of being in charge of the interaction; and 

 (5) Curiosity, tapping into the extant the experience arouses an individual's sensory and 
cognitive curiosity (Malone 1981).” (Agarwal & Karahanna, 2000). 

 

Additionally, Adams (2014) propose their own theory to immersion in his book, 

Fundamentals of Game Design. The authors describe immersion as occurring when “you devote 

all your attention to [the game] and it seems real. “The pretended reality in which you are 

immersed seems real as, or at least meaningful as the real world” (Adams, 2014, p.20). The 

authors go on to describe four ways games can immerse players: Tactical Immersion, Strategic 

Immersion, Spatial Immersion, and Narrative Immersion.  

Tactical immersion is defined as “the sense of being ‘in the groove’ in high-speed action 

games”. (Adams, 2014). This type of immersion is characterized by players having to react 

quickly to complete challenges, so quickly that their brain has no time to think about strategy, 

story line, or anything else other than the challenges they are facing. They note that these 

challenges must be similar to one another, lest the game risks to break tactical immersion. 

Strategic immersion is defined as deeply involving oneself when trying to win a game 

(Adams, 2014). In order to achieve this type of immersion, players must fully understand the 

rules of the game such that they can sufficiently plan actions in advance and focus strictly on the 

optimization of choices. The authors go on to explain that novelty unpredictable elements, 

behaviors, and situations can lead to a breakage in strategic immersion. 

Spatial immersion is characterized by “the sense of being in a place other than the one 

you’re actually in”, a concept that shares many similarities to presence (Adams, 2014; Wirth et 

al., 2007). The authors state that the utilization of virtual reality equipment, 3D game engines, 
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surround sound, and multiple monitors (so that the game is in their peripheral vision) can all help 

to heighten a player’s sense of spatial immersion. 

Finally, narrative immersion is described as “the feeling of being inside a story; the 

player is completely involved and accepts the world and events of the story as real” (Adams, 

2014). This type of immersion is produced not only by video games, but by books and film. 

“Interesting characters, exciting plots, and dramatic situations” can all produce narrative 

immersion, while “two-dimensional characters, implausible plots, or trite situations” as well as 

gameplay that does not make sense within the context of the game can all destroy narrative 

immersion in a player (Adams, 2014).  

With the understanding that immersion has many different components, which can all be 

combined to further enhance one’s sense of immersion in a media, it is now important to 

understand the process in which a person would become immersed. 

Similar to the model presented by Wirth et al. (2007), Ermi and Mäyrä (2005) have 

created a “gameplay experience model” they call the “SCI-model” (see Figure 4) to better 

understand how immersion comes about in video game play. This model describes immersion as 

three separate components: sensory immersion, challenge-based immersion, and imaginative 

immersion. Sensory immersion is defined as the “audiovisual execution of games”, or how the 

visuals and audio in a game are able to dominate the player’s senses so that they are solely 

focused on the game world rather than the real world. Challenge-based immersion is defined as a 

feeling that a player gets when they are able complete challenges in the game. Imaginative 

immersion is defined as being engrossed by a game’s world, characters, story, as well as 

identifying or feeling for the player’s character. As you can see, these three components share 

many similarities with the previous models of immersion, presence, I have explored thus far.   
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Figure 4. SCI-model showing the three components of immersion as they relate to the 

player and the video game. 

Through these components, the researchers state that we are able to better understand 

what a player experiences while playing a video game. In their model, the player interprets 

“meaning” in the game through the use of their personal and social contexts (Ermi & Mäyrä, 

2005). Perhaps the most critical part of this model is the emphasis on the contextual factors that a 

player experiences during gameplay. For example, a player might be playing a game because she 

wants to play a fun game with her friends, altering her motivations for playing, as well as her 

emotions during gameplay. Additionally, experience playing a game, or similar games can 

provide a player with a better sense of how to operate the controls of a game, thereby lessening 

the challenge of learning an entire new set of controls, lowering the amount of cognitive energy 

that needs to be expended in remembering how to perform a certain action (Ermi & Mäyrä, 

2005). 
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These player components then combine with the structure of the video game itself 

through the story, interface, rules, space, and audio visuals. The researchers state that Challenge-

based immersion plays a critical role as video games require direct participation in order solve 

problems, and complete tasks as they move through mediated environment. 

While the model presented is very insightful Arsenault (2005) has identified several items 

that can be altered and improved upon. Arsenault (2005) suggests using the term “Fictional 

Immersion” as an alternative to “imaginative immersion”, as it has been found that the 

consumption of media does not necessarily require the use of imagination. Arsenault also 

proposes the notion of “Systemic Immersion” as a replacement for Ermi and Mäyrä’s (2005) 

Challenge-based immersion with the reasoning that one does not have to be challenged by a 

system governing an object in a mediated environment to experience immersion. While I do 

agree that being challenged is not required to experience immersion, information we have 

learned from Flow Theory states that a balance between task challenge and operator skill level is 

a component that leads to engagement and also immersion (Csikszentmihalyi, 1997; Sweetser & 

Wyeth, 2005). 

Technological Advancements and “Agency” in Video Games 
 

Similar to Ermi and Mäyrä’s (2005) sensory immersion, Wirth et al. (2007), state that if a 

media is able to activate multiple senses in an individual, then that person is more likely to 

experience presence, and therefore immersion in that media. Additionally, Ijsselstein (2004) 

states that the more technologically advanced a media an individual is experiencing is, the higher 

the likelihood that the individual will experience presence. Thanks to the advancement of 

technology, video games have been able to achieve a higher sense of fidelity through impressive 
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audiovisuals and complex storytelling and therefore give players a greater sense of realism when 

playing a game (Ermi & Mäyrä, 2005; Lombard & Ditton, 2000; Kalyanaram & Sundar, 2006; 

Tamborini, et al., 2004; Oscasio De Jesus, 2013).  

Unlike other forms of media, video games are interactive mediums that allow players to 

control characters and navigate environments through the use of technologically advanced 

hardware and software. This fundamental difference allows video games to provide players with 

the opportunity to experience presence, or immersion at a much higher level than other forms of 

media through player “agency”. Madsen (2015) defines agency as the “sense of interactivity, 

autonomy, and presence that a player is said to feel as they make choices within a game’s virtual 

world” (p. 143). Additionally, Janet Murray (2014) explains that when a player interacts with a 

game, the results of that interaction are realized within the game, providing a player with 

pleasure and the realization that the player has control over the virtual environment. Because of 

this, players are increasingly able to empathize with the characters in a video game, as well as 

feel like they are actually in the virtual environment (Brown & Cairns, 2004). Rigby and Ryan 

(2011) add that agency allows players to be more engaged than other forms of media, and 

allowing them to create their own stories based on their experience playing the game. In a 

research study, Lin (2013) found that participants who are playing a video game rather than 

watching a recording experience increased physiological responses (heart rate, and blood 

pressure), suggesting that the interaction involved in video games results in more engagement 

and increased levels of arousal. 

Just like how readers can “get lost” in a good book, gamers can “get lost” in video games 

that provides them with engaging gameplay and an interesting narrative. This notion has been 
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described previously as “imaginative involvement”, “entrancement” and “Fictional Immersion” 

(Brown & Cairns, 2004; Ryan, 2001; Arsenault, 2004; Ermi & Mäyrä, 2005). 

Game genres such as Role-Playing Games (RPGs), Action-Adventure games, and 

Shooters are often hailed as being the “best genres of games”, and user reports and official 

rankings have shown that these three genres are in fact the most popular, top-selling, and highest 

rated games (Phan, 2011; Global Yearly Chart, n.d.; Best Video Games of All Time, n.d.; Top 10 

Greatest Video-Game Genres, n.d.). The vast majority of games listed as the “Top 100 Highest 

Rated Games of All Time” on Metacritic, an aggregate rating website, are either RPGs, Action-

Adventure games, Shooters (the majority being First-Person Shooters), or some combination of 

those 3. The main reasons why these genres of games are so popular and highly rated among 

gamers is that they tend to have well-written narratives, engaging complex gameplay, rewarding 

feedback, and hours of content for players to enjoy (Butler, 2012; Clements, 2012; j-u-i-c-e, 

2016).  

As their name suggests, RPGs allow players to assume the role of a character, usually a 

hero, and are tasked with defeating some ultimate adversary in order to prevent the destruction of 

society, discovering the truth behind some mystery, or going on a quest to save a character. 

Well-designed RPGs present players with strong, compelling narratives that provide players with 

the ability to make choices and control the path their character follows throughout the story; 

another key component Sweetser & Wyeth (2005) outlined in their GameFlow model (J-u-i-c-e, 

2016). Some RPGs go so far into letting you play however you like through allowing you to 

create and customize your own character. In Dragon Age: Origins, you have the ability to pick to 

either play as a Male or Female; a Human, Elf, or Dwarf; a Warrior, Mage, or Rogue; and seven 

different “origin stories” depending on your previous choices; the ability to distribute “Attribute 
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Points” to enhance your characters’ stats; the ability to distribute “Talent Points “to immediately 

unlock skills, and abilities; and finally customize how your character looks and sounds. These 

multitude of choices not only allow for a several playthroughs to experience new gameplay and 

stories, but also provide players with ownership and control over their character and the story; a 

notion exemplified in Sweetser & Wyeth’s (2005) GameFlow model and can lead to higher 

overall enjoyment and immersion.   

Many video games nowadays take inspiration and pull idea from other game genres, 

leading to games that are harder to define than strictly calling it an “Action-Adventure” game. 

Due to their popularity, many games have implemented many features common in RPGs into 

Shooters, Fighting games, and even Racing games (Clements, 2012). For example, many action-

adventure games like Dishonored 2 feature the ability to unlock new abilities, as well as buying 

and upgrading new equipment that provides players with different bonuses and enhancements. 

Additionally, many Shooters like Titanfall 2 incorporate the ability to “level up”, unlock new 

abilities, attachments and upgrades for their character loadouts and weapons. All of these 

characteristics allow players greater control over the game and inherently give them a greater 

sense of achievement and enjoyment; a notion that is exemplified in Flow theory 

(Csikszentmihalyi, 1997; Sweetser & Wyeth, 2005).  

What Makes Games Immersive? 
 

According to Wirth, et al.’s (2007), Spatial Situation Model (SSM), feelings of presence, 

or immersion, are built based off of two characteristics: characteristics that create a rich mental 

model of the environment, and characteristics that create consistency between things in the 

environment. Creating a rich mental model of an environment, the game, can be created through 
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numerous spatial cues and design choices. Consistency between, and among, these cues and the 

environment is also essential to creating a rich mental model, and thus immersion in a video 

game.  

As said previously, Flow, which is a state of total involvement in a task, is achieved 

through several prerequisites. 1) We must be voluntarily engaged in the task because the task 

itself is intrinsically rewarding. 2) The task is sufficiently difficult that it activates our cognitive 

ability, but not too difficult that it causes mental stress or too easy that it bores us. 3) The 

performer must have a clear understanding of what they are trying to achieve in the task, this 

includes having clear and immediate feedback on how well you are doing (Csikszentmihalyi, 

1990). As stated previously, Thomas Malone’s (1981) factor of “Challenge”, and Sweetser and 

Wyeth’s (2005) GameFlow model emphasizes the importance of clear goals and immediate 

performance feedback in video game play as a prerequisite to an enjoyable experience for 

players. Ermi and Mäyrä’s (2005) Challenge-Based Immersion also states that for players to 

become immersed in a video game, they must feel that they are able to complete challenges in 

the video game.  

Brown & Cairns’ (2004) Grounded Theory of Immersion, Sweetser and Wyeth’s 

GameFlow model, and Wirth et al.’s (2007) Spatial Situation Model state that voluntarily 

engaging with a video game because they find it interesting is integral to achieving immersion, 

Flow, and Presence in a mediated environment.  

Flow theory also states that task performers must have a sense of control over their 

actions while they are performing the task at hand (Agarwal & Karahanna, 2000; 

Csikszentmihalyi, 1990; Sweetser & Wyeth, 2005). Adams’ (2014) Strategic Immersion state 

that players achieve this kind of immersion through understanding the rules and controls of the 
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game, allowing them to plan ahead and focus on the optimization of choices. Similarly, Brown & 

Cairns (2004) state that in order for players to achieve immersion in a video game, the controls 

and feedback from those controls must “correspond in an appropriate manner so that the user can 

become an expert” (p. 1298).  

Additionally, if some game presents players with situations in which they expect to be 

able to perform certain actions, but in actuality cannot perform these actions, players will feel 

that they have a lower sense of control over the game. Tapping into players’ mental models and 

preconceptions of how they should be able to interact with, and move around in the environment 

can go a long way in making players feel more immersed in the world. This is why open-world 

games that allow the player to traverse through the entire world without any restriction are often 

regarded as being more “immersive” than those that restrict player movement with barriers like 

invisible walls.  

The manner in which a player interacts with a video game can have a significant effect on 

a player’s experience with a video game. It has been found that the more “naturally mapped” a 

controller is, which Steuer (1992) defines as controller “the ability of a system to map its 

controls to changes in the mediated environment in a natural and predictable manner” (p.47), the 

more likely a player will have a sense of control over the game, and thus develop a more 

complete SSM and therefore higher senses of presence, immersion and Flow (Cairns, et al., 

2014; Kechavarzi, Šabanović, Weisman, 2012; McGloin, Farrar, Krcmar, 2011; Sweetser & 

Wyeth, 2005; Tamborini et al. 2004; Tamborini & Skalski, 2006; Williams, 2013). Skalski et al. 

(2010) and Shafer, Carbonara, Popova (2014) identify four types of natural mapping in video 

games: 1) Directional Natural Mapping, 2) Kinesic Natural Mapping, 3) Incomplete Tangible 

Natural Mapping and 4) Realistic Tangible Natural Mapping.  
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To prevent any confusion, Skalski et al. (2010) define Realistic Tangible Mapping as 

Shafer, Carbonara and Popova (2014)’s definition of Incomplete Tangible Mapping, and as such 

I will be using Shafer et al.’s definition of Realistic Tangible Mapping in place of Skalski et al.’s 

definition and add in Incomplete Tangible Mapping as I believe the difference between the two 

are large enough to distinguish in this paper.  

Directional Natural Mapping is described as designing a system that produces “a 

correspondence between the directions used to interact via a control device and the results in the 

world or on screen” (Skalski et al., 2010, p. 6). A good example of this kind of natural mapping 

is by pushing a joystick upwards to indicate forward walking movement, or pushing a joystick 

downwards to indicate upwards movement when controlling an aerial vehicle. Removing these 

“natural directions” on a joystick can lead to player confusion and frustration as it counters our 

existing mental model for the behavior we are trying to exhibit in the game (Skalski, et al., 

2010). The best example of this can be seen through playing the web-based game QWOP. 

Kinesic Natural Mapping is described as using “body movement that’s correspond to 

real-life actions without having a realistic and tangible controller” (Skalski, et al., 2010, p. 6; 

Shafer, Carbonara, Popova, 2014). The best example of this kind of natural mapping in video 

games is through the Sony Eye Toy and Xbox Kinect. These two devices include cameras to 

capture the movements of a player as the main interaction method in a video game.  

Incomplete Tangible Mapping combines the former two types of natural mapping types 

and adds in a “realistic, tangible controller” (Skalski et al., 2010, p.7). Playing Wii Sports Tennis 

on the Nintendo Wii is a very good example of this kind of natural mapping as a player must 

grasp the controller in their hand and swing their arm to hit the incoming ball, simulating how 

tennis is played in real life. This type of natural mapping allows for players to draw upon their 
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already constructed mental models for behaviors and utilize them in game, resulting in greater 

presence and enjoyment during gameplay (Skalski et al., 2010; Williams, 2013) 

Realistic Tangible Natural Mapping, while very similar to Incomplete Tangible Mapping, 

includes a controller “that directly relates to the real-life activity the game simulates” (Shafer, 

Carbonara, Popova, 2014, p. 272). The researchers describe the inclusion of a “racing wheel” 

that a player uses to steer their vehicle in a racing game, or a gun-shaped controller in a shooter 

game, results in the highest level of naturalness a player can experience in playing a video game 

(Shafer, Carbonara, Popova, 2014).  

Several studies investigating whether or not these different types of natural mapping have 

an effect on presence, enjoyment, and immersion have found that games that include the use of 

Incomplete Tangible Mapping and Realistic Tangible Mapping lead to higher sense of presence, 

immersion, and enjoyment in video games (Cairns, et al., 2014; Kechavarzi, Šabanović, 

Weisman, 2012; McGloin, Farrar, Krcmar, 2011; Shafer, Carbonara, Popova, 2014; Tamborini et 

al. 2004; Tamborini & Skalski, 2006; Williams, 2013). From this information, I have derived the 

following characteristics in video games that lead to Immersion in video games: 

1. Comprehension– The extent to which players understand what they are doing, how 

they can do it, if they can do it, and why they are performing actions to accomplish goals 

and ultimately progress through the game. 

2. Intuitive Controls and Systems – The extent to which players have a sense of control 

over their actions in-game. Are the mechanics, systems and physical controls intuitive 

and naturally mapped? 
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Video games that motivate players, challenges players, and provides feedback to players, 

or are simply fun to play can have significant effects on a player’s level of immersion and Flow. 

Answering the question of “what makes a game fun” is as daunting as asking, “What makes 

games immersive?” As such, I will mainly be talking about “fun” as it pertains to giving players 

an enjoyable experience that keeps players playing a game. 

Self-Determination Theory (SDT), which has been found to be specifically useful in 

video games, suggests that motivation is classified into intrinsic and extrinsic motivation 

(Greenwood-Ericksen, Kennedy, & Stafford, 2013; Ryan & Deci, 2000). Intrinsic motivation, or 

the “tendency to seek out novelty and challenges, to extend and exercise one’s capacities, to 

explore and to learn” can be characterized as the performance of a behavior is the reward in itself 

(Ryan & Deci, 2000, p. 70). While extrinsic motivation, or “the performance of an activity in 

order to attain some separable outcome” is characterized by performing a behavior in order to 

attain an external reward (Ryan & Deci, 2000, p. 71).  

While it is easy to influence behavior through the use of external rewards, it is much 

harder to influence someone’s intrinsic motivation, as the behavior must be enjoyable to that 

person. It has also been found that intrinsic motivators tend to lead to higher levels of 

performance on a task, and increased length of time performing a task when compared to 

individuals performing the same task when an external reward is present (Deci & Ryan, 1991). 

Ryan and Deci (2000) state that behaviors are intrinsically motivating if they are able to satisfy 

three needs: relatedness, competence, and autonomy.  

Relatedness refers to the need to “feel belonginess, and connectedness with others”, 

autonomy refers to the need for some degree of “freedom”, or “choice”, and competence refers 

to the need to “feel” praised, or “competent” on tasks they completed (Deci & Ryan, 2000; Ryan, 
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Rigby, Przbylski, 2006). In games, these intrinsic motivations can be included through a variety 

of methods. For example, to increase a player’s relatdeness, including social aspects commonly 

found in large-scale multiplayer games like “Guilds”, “Clans”, or “Player Housing” could allow 

players to “feel connected” to one another, especially if there are “perks”, or rewards associated 

with being in an in-game group. 

Increasing player autonomy can be done through providing players with a variety of 

choices, or different paths (narrative wise, or while traversing a level) that they can freely choose 

between. These kinds of features are most commonly seen in RPGs, where players can select 

their own hero class, weapon types, character background, and dialogue choices. 

 Lastly, increasing player competence can be done through feedback messages prasing 

the player for completing a quest, or performing a “good” action. These feedback messages are 

often accompanied by some sort of “experience” or “score” boost, allowing players to visually 

see just how “good” they are doing. These kinds of feedback messages are often included in 

arcade machines, rhythm games like Guitar Hero, and racing games like Forza Horizon 4. 

Additionally, players can provide positive feedback to each other through voice chat, in-person, 

and through the inclusion of pre-made “quick chat” messages found in games like Rocket 

League.  

Additoinally, many games often include “schedules of reinforcement” to increase player 

motivation, and continued engagement in their video game (Ferster & Skinner, 1957). Games 

like Diablo 3, a dungeon crawler where you fight countless enemies that drop loot randomly, 

uses a variety of reinforcement schedules to entice players to continue playing. Defeating “rarer” 

enemies drop rarer equipment, however all the drops in the game are based off of “random 

number generator” (RNG). As players never know when the item they are desperately looking 
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for will drop or from what enemy, players are motivated to continue fighting enemies until they 

find the item they are looking for.  

Many games also include “progress trackers” for quest progress, and experience level that fill 

up as the player continues working towards a certain task or gain experience points. When 

completing a quest, or gaining a new level, this is often accompanied by some sort of “fanfare”, 

and reward for the player, positively reinforcing them for their action (Ferster & Skinner, 1957). 

Systems like “Battle Passes” are also a method that can be included to increase player motivation 

in a video game. Games like DOTA 2, and Fortnite Battle Royale, which both have “Battle 

Passes”, allow players to purchase a “premium” reward progression track that incentivizes 

playing that game. These “Battle Passes” provide players with various quests or challenges that 

players can complete for exclusive rewards like cosmetic items for their characters and items, 

adding an additional motivational force behind their reasoning to play the game.  

Approaching motivation through the extrinsic and intrinsic dichotomy can prove very useful 

for understanding player behavior in video games, and why players continue to play certain 

video games. Greenwood-Ericksen, Kennedy & Stafford (2013) suggest the implementation of 

four design guidelines to support player motivation during video game play:  

1) Designers should be mindful of what motivates human behavior in general, and 
specifically while participating in entertainment-based virtual environments. 

2) Gameplay should always be designed with the consideration of which of the three 
primary needs are meant to be satisfied: relatedness, competence, and/or autonomy. 

3) For game behaviors that tend to be external reward based, the design should consider the 
four levels of extrinsic self-regulation (i.e. external, introjected, identified, and 
integrated) and consider possible content which will facilitate integration.  

4) When behaviors within the game are likely to be intrinsically motivated (behavior is the 
reward), designers should take measures to avoid attaching extrinsic rewards to those 
behaviors 
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Similar to intrinsic motivation, Flow can also be utilized to understand what makes players 

keep on playing, and what can be done to put players into a Flow state (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990). 

Designing games that allow for elements of Flow (matching player skill to task challenge, and 

giving feedback on performance) to be fulfilled and elicited in players will inherently lead to 

players enjoying games more, and becoming engrossed in them (Sweetser & Wyeth, 2005). 

However, it is important to mention that some criteria in Sweetser & Wyeth’s GameFlow model 

are more applicable to certain genres of games. For example, Control is more relevant to RPGs, 

and Immersion is more relevant to first-person games, suggesting that depending on the genre, 

more emphasis during the design stage of a game should be placed in certain areas rather than 

others. However, Sweetser & Wyeth (2005) did find that players who scored higher overall on 

the criteria established in the GameFlow model did increase players’ sense of Flow, which in 

turn led to higher enjoyment and satisfaction with the game.  

Thomas Malone’s (1981) and Agarwal and Karahanna’s (2000) factor of Curiosity, which 

states that games that are rich in sensory stimuli (light, sound, visuals) as well as games that 

motivate players to enhance their understanding of the game’s narrative, and game world can 

increase a player’s level of immersion in that video game. Similarly, Wirth et al. (2007) state that 

individuals become motivated to direct their attention to a medium because they find that 

experience interesting and enjoyable.  

Most importantly, an interesting narrative, plot, or story can keep players immersed and 

engaged in gameplay (Adams, 2001; Adams, 2014; Bringsfjord, 2001; Madigan, 2010). Adams’ 

(2003) concept of Narrative Immersion, Ermi & Mäyrä’s (2005) Imaginative Immersion and 

Arsenault’s (2004) Fictional Immersion state that players become motivated to continue playing 
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a game through exciting stories, interesting characters, dramatic situations, and a compelling 

world.  

From this information, I derive my next characteristic of video games that lead to immersion: 

3. Engaging and Rewarding Gameplay - The extent to which a game motivates, 

challenges, and provides feedback to players. Is the game fun and rewarding to play? Do 

players find the game interesting? 

Creating an interesting plot and world often times is extremely difficult to do in video games 

as unlike books and film, video games are presented in a non-linear manner (Dickey, 2005). 

Players are able to interact with the environment and progress through the story at their own 

pace, providing designers with the challenge of how to tell a story and still allow a player to feel 

like they played the game and had an impact upon its story (Dickey, 2005).  

Richard Rouse (2001) suggests that providing players with branching storylines that can 

affect the storyline and outcome of the storyline based on players’ choices. RPGs like Dragon 

Age: Origins take this notion to heart. In Dragon Age: Origins, you have the ability to pick to 

either play as a Male or Female; a Human, Elf, or Dwarf; a Warrior, Mage, or Rogue; and seven 

different “origin stories” depending on your previous choices. Depending on the character you 

picked, and the origin story you selected, the game can start off very differently from a player 

who selected a different character. Additionally, throughout the game players have the ability to 

make choices like allowing or refusing certain members to join your team, killing or letting 

certain characters die, and aiding or refusing to help a town under attack; all of which can 

drastically alter the course and final outcome of the game. This not only gives players a sense of 
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control over their game, but can also provide them emotional investment in the characters and 

plot of the game (Sweetser & Wyeth, 2005; Self, 2015; Piper, 2016).  

Additionally, games like the Mass Effect series which include moral dilemmas and morality-

based choices can increase player enjoyment, and better allow players to empathize with 

characters in the game as they witness the consequences of these choices (Adams, 2014; Bogost, 

I., 2011; Boyan, Grizzard, Bowman, 2015; Rollings & Adams, 2003; Schulzke, 2009). Rouse 

(2001) also mentions that another strategy to overcome the problem of the non-linear nature of 

video games when telling a story is “to keep the narrative line intact, but to allow players a 

choice in the order in which they access various components of the story (as cited in Dickey, 

2005).  

Additionally, Sikora (2002) identifies two types of narratives video games can be structured 

to engage players throughout gameplay: Plot-based narratives, and character-based narratives 

(as cited in Dickey, 2005). Plot-based narratives involve a series of “complex scenarios with a 

broad scale and a multitude of characters”; while character-based narratives involve “the 

development of detailed characters… [as well as allowing] players identify and take on the role 

of a character within a game”. Plot-based narratives focus largely on the plot itself, rather than 

the characters themselves; the characters are a vehicle in which the plot is able to progress 

(Character Driven v. Plot Driven, 2014). Whereas in character-based narratives, the characters 

are the main focus while the plot is shaped by the attitudes, and decisions of the characters 

(Character Driven v. Plot Driven, 2014).  

Since character-based narratives often involve the “transformation” of characters throughout 

a story, many are structured around what Joseph Campbell calls the “Hero’s Journey” (2004). 

Due to sheer amount of video games are based around themes of heroism and adventure, the 
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“Hero’s Journey” is a very useful framework for writers to follow in creating a good story 

(Schell, 2015). Vogler (1998) describes the “Hero’s Journey” as a 12 step process a character 

experiences throughout the plot of some form of media through the following listed below: 

1. The Ordinary World — Establishing scenes that show our hero is a regular person 
leading an ordinary life. 

2. The Call to Adventure — The hero is presented with a challenge that disrupts their 
ordinary life. 

3. Refusal of the Call — The hero makes excuses about why he can’t go on the adventure. 

4. Meeting with the Mentor — Some wise figure gives advice, training, or aid. 

5. Crossing the Threshold — The hero leaves the ordinary world (often under pressure) 
and enters the adventure world. 

6. Tests, Allies, Enemies — The hero faces minor challenges, makes allies, confronts 
enemies, and learns the workings of the adventure world. 

7. Approaching the Cave — The hero encounters setbacks and needs to try something 
new. 

8. The Ordeal — The hero faces a peak life or death crisis. 

9. The Reward — The hero survives, overcomes their fear, and gets the reward. 

10. The Road Back — The hero returns to the ordinary world, but the problems still aren’t 
all solved. 

11. Resurrection — The hero faces a still greater crisis, and has to use everything he has 
learned. 

12. Returning with the Elixir — The journey is now well and truly complete, and the hero’s 
success has improved the lives of everyone in the ordinary world. (as cited in Schell, 
2015).  

While it is not necessary for every story involving a hero or heroine to follow this 

framework, it has been found to be a very strong basis to build off of and has resulted in some of 

the most widely recognized, and respected pieces of literature and storytelling: Star Wars, The 

Iliad and The Odyssey, and The Lord of the Rings.  

Dickey (2005) also mentions that providing backstory can provide dramatic context for the 

storyline, the world in which the storyline takes place, reasons why characters behave in certain 
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ways, as well as why they are certain situations (Crawford, 2003; Weiland, 2009). Cut scenes, 

which are portions of the game in which the player is unable to interact with the game directly 

and observes interactions unfold on screen, can also be used to support the storyline through 

information dumps, building mood and tone for the game, and even and creating emotional 

moments for players (Dickey, 2005; Klevjer, 2014; Koster, 2005). Much like filmography, cut 

scenes provide players with camera angles, shots, and scenes that can offer the player 

information and viewpoints not possible of the in-game characters, allowing for dramatic irony, 

flashbacks, foreshadowing, cliff hangers, and red herrings (Dickey, 2005; Hancock, 2002; 

Onder, 2002). 

Although not an exhaustive list, all of these devices and features: cut scenes, branching 

storylines and player choice, the utilization of the “Hero’s Journey”, plot-based or character-

based narratives can all be combined to form a strong, and interesting plot or narrative and have 

been shown to maintain arousal and enhance immersion, player empathy towards characters, and 

increased overall enjoyment (Brown & Cairns, 2004; Schneider, Lang, Shin, Bradley, 2004). 

However, it is important to note that not all games, like The Sims, Minecraft and the Civilization 

series, involve a plot or narrative, and therefore cannot rely on these features listed above, but 

that does not mean that stories cannot exist.  

Schell mentions the use of what he calls a “Story Machine”, in which a game is able to 

generate a story from a sequence of events from a player that was not intentionally created by the 

designer or developer (Schell, 2015). Despite critics claiming that these kind of “Sandbox” 

games are not “interactive stories”, Schell argues that they do however have the ability to give 

players a great experience and create their own stories through gameplay (2015). This notion of a 

“Story Machine” can also be applied to the context of “linear” video games in that designers can 
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purposefully let players customize their characters, provide players with choices and options to 

achieve their goals and progress through the game, and finally allow for the sharing of their own 

stories (and their interpretations of a linear story) to others (Schell, 2015).  

It is important to mention that not all games can lead to immersion as it relates to 

narrative experiences. Simulation games such as The Sims, could be argued as being unable to 

immerse a player in a game as you do not assume the role of your “Sim”, as you are more of an 

observer suggesting what a character should do (Frasca, 2001). However, it should be mentioned 

that just because one is not “immersed” in the context of Wirth et al.’s (2007) theory, that does 

not exclude the possibility of being “immersed” in a flow state during gameplay (Sweetser & 

Wyeth, 2005). This is exemplified with the adage of “Just one more turn” mentality that occurs 

when playing strategy games such as the Civilization or Europa Universalis series.  

Additionally, music or lack thereof, in films have shown us that depending on the timing, 

intensity, and the type of music can have drastic effects on the perceptions of characters and 

elicit emotional responses from viewers (Cohen, Hoeckner, Wyatt, Decety, Nusbaum, 2011; 

Meyer, 1956; Scherer & Zentner, 2001; Sloboda, 1985). As stated by William James, "When 

listening to music we are often surprised at the cutaneous shiver which like a sudden wave flows 

over us, and at the heart swelling and lacrymal effusion that unexpectedly catches us at 

intervals". Music can cause physiological and psychological changes in listeners and therefore 

alter emotional states in individuals, especially as they relate to specific events and characters in 

media (Scherer & Zentner, 2001; Scherer, 2004). Hoeckner et al., found that thriller music in 

films can significantly lower the likability of characters, the certainty about characters’ thoughts, 

increase anger, and lower sadness compared to melodramatic music, and no music (2011).  
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Additionally, melodramatic music was found to increase viewers mentions of love and 

lowered mentions of sadness relative to the scene the melodramatic music was scored with when 

compared to thriller music and no music. However, it is important to state that distinguishing the 

difference between actual emotions, and feelings is often quite difficult and can lead to 

misinterpretations of how music specifically affects an individual’s psyche (Scherer, 2004). 

Additionally, it has been found that music, especially through surround sound systems, can have 

a significant impact on immersion, presence, and emotional responses (Västfjäll, 2004) 

Due to the interactivity of video games, it is quite a challenge for composers to design 

soundtracks and scores that have to be called instantaneously upon the arrival or encounter of 

some in-game event. Through creating dynamic soundtracks that “alter and flow based on the 

actions of the player” composers are able to support gameplay, create atmosphere, convey 

information, and enhance immersion in players much like films do (Vass, 2013; Pafit, 2005; 

Raghuvanshi, 2007). Pafit (2005) states that the easiest way to enhance immersion through music 

especially through is by creating interactive scores that involve the use of interactive “loop based 

music”. “Loop based music” is music in which the same piece of music is repeated endlessly 

until the action or situation the player is engaged in has ended (think of the battle theme from 

Pokémon games). Unlike, “static loop-based music”, interactive “loop based music” and 

interactive scores can “add and subtract elements of the music as the player’s environment 

changes”, creating an dynamic environment that changes with the player (Parfit, 2005). 

Thomas Malone’s (1981) factor of Fantasy, states that the more compelling and 

emotionally involving a fantasy (the video game) is, the higher the likelihood that it impacts a 

player’s emotional state and draws them into the game. Brown and Cairns’ Grounded Theory of 

Immersion (2004), Ermi & Mäyrä’s (2005) Imaginative Immersion, and Arsenault’s (2005) 
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Fictional Immersion, state that if players are able to empathize with the characters or situation 

the characters are in, the more likely the game will affect the players’ emotions, enhancing their 

immersion (Agarwal & Karahanna, 2000; Ryan, 2001). Through this information and from what 

was stated regarding narratives in the previous section, I derive my next characteristic of video 

games that lead to immersion: 

4. Emotional Engagement - The extent to which a game’s narrative or music causes a 

player to empathize with the game world and/or characters, and/or causes an emotional 

reaction in the player.  

According to Wirth, et al.’s (2007), Spatial Situation Model (SSM), feelings of presence, 

or immersion, are built based off of two characteristics: characteristics that create a rich mental 

model of the environment, and characteristics that create consistency between things in the 

environment. Creating a rich mental model of an environment, the game, can be created through 

numerous spatial cues and design choices. Consistency between, and among, these cues and the 

environment is also essential to creating a rich mental model, and thus immersion in a video 

game. Madigan (2010) identifies two characteristics richness relates to: Multiple channels of 

sensory information, and Completeness of sensory information. 

Madigan (2010) describes Multiple Channels of Sensory Information as the utilization of 

multiple senses in a game allowing for those sense to work together and give the player a 

heightened sense of immersion and a better formed SSM (Sheridan, 1992; Wirth et al., 2007). 

Completeness of Sensory Information is described as reducing the number of abstractions a 

player must make in a game will increase a players’ feeling of immersion in that game. What he 

means by this is that design of the game’s setting is so complete and believable that players are 

able to comfortably make assumptions about characters and the environment without doing any 
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“mental gymnastics” to reason out why a glaring inconsistency in the environment exists 

(Madigan, 2010).  

Designing games that allow players to pick up on multiple complete and stimulating 

sensory cues allows players to form a “richer” mental model of the game environment. For 

example, seeing, hearing, and feeling (through the rumble feature in controllers) a plane crash in 

a video game allows for players to feel more immersed when all three of these senses are being 

triggered compared to only one or two of these senses being triggered. Additionally, in a game 

with a medieval setting, players expect certain preconceptions and stereotypes iconic of medieval 

settings to exist in the environment, straying away from these stereotypes (without letting the 

player know why) can decrease the level of immersion a player experiences in the game. From 

this information, I have derived my next characteristic that makes games immersive: 

5. Multiple Channels of Complete Sensory Information - Stimuli that allow for 

multiple senses to be activated allows for those senses to work together and give a player 

a better formed SSM, and therefore a heightened level of immersion. Additionally, the 

more “complete” a stimulus is, the less players must “fill in the blanks” in the 

environment, allowing for a better formed SSM. 

Note: I have combined Madigan’s (2010) “Completeness of Sensory Information” and 

“Multiple Channels of Sensory Information” into the same category as they are so closely 

related. 

Madigan (2010) also identifies Cognitively Demanding Environments as another 

characteristic related to creating a “richer” SSM. A Cognitively Demanding Environment can be 

described as an environment that completely occupies a player’s mental resources. The emphasis 
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of the focusing of attention has been stated previously as essential to experiencing immersion in 

video games, specifically in Brown & Cairns (2004) Grounded Theory of Immersion, Agarwal & 

Karahanna’s (2000) model of Cognitive Absorption, Sweetser & Wyeth’s (2005) first element of 

their GameFlow model, Witmer & Singer’s (1998) concept of Involvement, Adams’ (2003) 

Tactical Immersion, and Ermi & Mäyrä’s (2005) Sensory Immersion.  

As stated previously, if a player finds the environment enjoyable and engaging, the player 

will involuntarily direct their attention towards that environment and therefore create a “richer” 

SSM (Wirth et al., 2007). Additionally, players that become so involved in an environment that 

all of their attention is directed to the environment often times will experience “temporal 

dissociation”, or losing their sense of time, a characteristic of experiencing Flow 

(Csikszentmihalyi, 1990; Ryan, 2001; Sweetser & Wyeth, 2005). 

This importance of attention allocation is exemplified in the Dark Souls franchise, a 

series notorious for its difficulty and egregious killing of the player’s character. This game series 

encourages the player to pay attention, lest they fall off of a cliff, get ambushed by a hidden 

skeleton warrior, or be crushed by a falling boulder (Dahlen, 2016). While not every game needs 

to be as punishing as Dark Souls is, designing games in which the player is rewarded for paying 

attention to the environment and remembering where trap and enemies are can cause players to 

feel more immersed in the environment, and distract them from any game related issues (like 

technical issues) that could remind them that they are playing a game (Madigan, 2010). 

Additionally, players who feel that they are able to effectively combat these demanding 

environments will also feel more in-control and sure of themselves, which can lead to a Flow 

state (Sweetser & Wyeth, 2005). From this information, I derive my next characteristic that 

makes games immersive:  
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6. Cognitively Demanding Environments – The extent to which a game occupies a 

player’s mental resources. Do players have to focus their attention on the game to be 

successful? 

Similar to Madigan’s (2010) Completeness of Sensory Information, he identifies two 

video game characteristics that aid in creating consistency between things in an environment, 

facilitating a player’s feeling of presence and immersion in the game: Believable behavior from 

things in the game world and Interactivity with items in the game world. 

Believable behavior from things in the game world is described as the extent to which 

“characters, objects, and other creatures in the game world behave like you’d expect them to” 

(Madigan, 2010). This ties directly into one of Madigan’s notion of the completeness of sensory 

information in that elements in the game world should be placed and behave in ways we would 

expect them based on our preconceptions and stereotypes (2010). A good example of a game that 

gets this completely wrong is when unlocking new Sea Shanties for your pirate crew to sing in 

Assassin’s Creed: Black Flag. In order to unlock new songs, you as the player must find and 

chase down glowing, flying pieces of paper, usually located on a rooftop, or other obscure 

locations. This begs the question to the player, “Why is this piece of paper glowing and flying 

around?” making the player have to accept this abstraction and realize that they are playing a 

game (Madigan, 2010).  

Interactivity with items in the game world, can be described as giving a player feedback 

from their actions, as well as providing consistency with the game environment related to what 

they expect a person would be able to do in real-life. Using tools, talking to NPCs, picking up or 

moving objects and seeing other in-game characters interact with the environment in realistic 

ways can all play a role in creating a richer and more consistent SSM, and thus a higher feeling 
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of immersion (Madigan, 2010). Since these two characteristics are so closely related, I have 

combined the two into one category and have derived my next characteristic that can make 

games more immersive:  

7. Believability of Objects in the Game World - The extent to which characters, 

objects, and other creatures in the game world look, behave, interact, and are placed in 

ways that are consistent with your conceptions of the real world and/or with the rules that 

the game has defined as true.  

However, creating video game environments that include believable objects, characters, 

and creatures is not all that is necessary to create a believable environment. Game worlds that do 

not abide by the physical and natural laws of the universe increases the potential for players 

being taken aback by the implausibility of the environment. Creating a realistic and believable 

environment can be broken up into four separate areas: Physics, Graphical Fidelity, Audio 

Effects, and Atmosphere.  

Physics 

Advanced physics engines that are able to transfer real-world behaviors into the game 

world can play a huge role in enhancing a players’ immersion in the world (Árnason, 2008). For 

example, shooting at a wall and seeing bullet holes left behind, debris flying off of objects upon 

impact, and flowing water are all facets of an environment that can lead to increased realism in a 

video game.  

However, it is important to note that not all games have to abide by the physical universe 

as we know it, sometimes breaking or twisting these rules can lead to interesting mechanics and 

exhilarating gameplay (e.g. the “Portal Gun” from Portal, and the interaction between the 
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grappling hook, wingsuit, and parachute in Just Cause 3) (Moss, 2016). Once a game has 

established a set of rules that dictate physics in a video game, it is imperative that it remains 

consistent throughout gameplay to not disrupt a player’s mental model for the physics in the 

game (Sweetser & Johnson, 2004).  

Graphical Fidelity 

In addition to physics, increased graphical fidelity, which can be broken up into 

resolution, detail, and framerate, can have a significant impact on a players’ level of immersion, 

fun, and enjoyment in a video game (Baudisch & Good, 2002; Bracken & Skalski, 2006; Gerling 

et al., 2013). The higher the resolution, or the number of pixel columns and rows in an image, the 

higher the quality image a display is able to produce. Detail, which can be broken up into several 

sub-sections like, particle effects, and lighting effects can also lead to more realistic 

environments. It is important to mention that the lack of highly photo-realistic does not 

necessarily drastically reduce the level of immersion a player feels within a game (Cheng & 

Cairns, 2005). 

Principles learned from the film and theater industries can apply to games, however due 

to the interactivity of games, it is important to realize how interactive lighting can play a role in 

compelling environments (Light up your world, 2014). Allowing players, and NPCs, to shoot out 

lights or create lights not only builds interactivity into the environment, but also gives the player 

control over their environment and can aid, or deter gameplay. Additionally, different lighting 

can cause different effects on individuals and is often used to convey mood, tone, tension, and 

strong emotions to viewers (El-Nasr et al., n.d.; Grodal, 2005; Lindgren, 1970; Light up your 

world, 2014). High-dynamic range rendering, and other dynamic lighting systems in games can 

allow for “on-the-fly lighting calculations accounting for real-time variations, such as [a] change 
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in game state, narrative, player’s and characters’ positions and camera movement.” (El-Nasr et 

al., n.d.). This type of lighting system prevents players from experiencing static light that could 

otherwise create unrealistic lighting situations that could confuse, and disorient players and 

possibly break immersion. 

Interestingly enough, despite deliberate manipulations to break realism and immersion 

through switching realistic graphics for simpler graphics, unrealistic character models (changing 

the player character from a detailed model of a human to a cartoon bunny), as well as 

environment behavior did not cause a significant decrease in the level of perceived immersion in 

participants (Cheng & Cairns, 2005). These findings suggest that a decrease graphical fidelity 

and realism does not inherently lead to a break in immersion for players and that many other 

factors are involved in immersing a player in a virtual environment. 

Audio Effects  

Additionally, designing realistic audio is critical to creating a realistic environment. 

Taking into account the acoustics of the environment as well as understanding the sensation and 

perception of sound is crucial to designing realistic sound, especially if the sound is able to be 

distinguished binaurally (Parfit, 2005). Additionally, the inclusion of 5.1/6.1/7/1 surround sound 

systems have been found to increase accuracy of perceived distance and location of sounds 

relative to the players’ position in an environment, which in turn can increase feelings of 

immersion and emotional responses compared to stereo sound systems (Begault, 2000; Malham, 

1995; Thiagarajan, 2013). Accurately simulating, as well as syncing it with visual information in 

an environment, lets players discern the specific properties of that sound (i.e. direction, velocity, 

occlusion, and refraction, proportionality) can lead to a more realistic environment, and thus the 

creation of a richer SSM (Raghuvanshi et al., 2007; Parfit, 2005; Wirth et al., 2007).  
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Atmosphere 

Another important facet to creating realistic and dynamic environments is the concept of 

atmosphere. Unfortunately, there is not much empirical research on the topic of video game 

atmosphere, there are however numerous accounts of video games that have made players feel 

immersed due to designers and artists intentionality to create “amazingly believable locations” 

(Wallace, 2015). While it is often hard to pinpoint what makes a “good atmosphere”, it is mostly 

through a combination of the aforementioned categories: Physics, Graphical Fidelity, and Audio 

Effects (Brown & Cairns, 2004). Features like dynamic weather systems, echo effects, and 

realistic particle effects (fire, smoke, dust, etc.), can all create a realistic and dynamic 

environment, especially when those features can directly impact the player and environment 

(getting wet in rain, coughing from smoke, blurry vision, glass cracking from damage or 

pressure, etc.) 

Finally, and possibly the most important aspect to creating a “good atmosphere” is by 

designing the game world to be a “living and breathing world”; simply, the game world does not 

stop when you stop playing. This concept is quite similar to believability of objects in the game 

world in that players should expect to see NPCs moving around, going about their business and 

reacting to player actions in a believable manner (Vehkala, 2013). Creating NPCs that act in 

accordance with player actions and expectations requires the usage of sophisticated AI systems 

which are often times quite difficult to develop. However, games that are able to do so are often 

praised for their “realism” and can enhance gameplay experiences, especially when certain 

player actions can cause permanent effects on NPCs, the environment, and plot (Moss, 2016a; 

Pinter, 2001; Vehkala, 2003; Sweetser & Wyeth, 2005; Self, 2015; Piper, 2016). Seeing a world 

of stationary non-moving NPCs, or NPC’s repeating the same short animation loop or AI path 
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can lead to players being reminded that they are in a virtual world, and possibly decreasing 

feelings of immersion in players. From this information, I derive my next characteristic that can 

make games immersive: 

8. Realistic and Dynamic Environments - The extent to which everything in the game 

world is consistent with your expectations regarding the laws of nature, and/or your 

expectations of the laws that the game has defined as true. This can be broken up into 

Physics, Graphical Fidelity, Audio Effects, and Atmosphere. 

Madigan (2010) also notes that an unbroken presentation of the game world can also aid 

in enhancing consistency between things in the game world and aid in creating a richer SSM. 

This characteristic is described as having consistent spatial cues in the game world that do not 

disappear during gameplay (Madigan, 2010). Loading screens, opening menu’s, and entering 

tutorial instances cause the game world to disappear, wholly or partially, ripping the player out 

of the experience. Often times this is quite hard to avoid since games require a lot of processing 

power and memory allocation that it is often times impossible to create a seamless world without 

loading screens. Some games however are able to cleverly circumvent this. Tony Hawk’s 

American Wasteland features “Loading Tunnels” in which the player skates through a tunnel in 

real-time while the next area of the map loads, causing no pauses in gameplay. Due to its 

succinctness, I will be adopting this into my model for characteristics of games that can make 

them more immersive: 

9. An Unbroken Presentation of the Game World – Refers to a game world in which 

spatial cues are consistent and do not disappear during gameplay. 
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First-person perspective games, which are played from the point-of-view (POV) of their 

character, are often hailed as being “the most immersive” kind of game as it puts players directly 

in the perspective of the character that they are playing as. Denisova and Cairns (2015) also 

found that players are more immersed in first-person POV games compared to third-person POV 

games even when players have a preference for third-person POV games. The researchers argue 

that first person POV games restrict the player’s vision in the game, leading to a greater sense of 

challenge, thus requiring more cognitive involvement to complete tasks and challenges and thus 

increased feelings of immersion. 

Additionally, Madigan (2010) notes that the lack of incongruous visual cues in the game 

world is imperative in experiencing presence and immersion in video games. The best way to 

describe this characteristic is through examples such as in-game elements like health indicators, 

tutorial messages, and pop-up notifications that remind a player that they are playing a video 

game, reducing immersion (Madigan, 2010; Wilson, 2006). However, there are many clever 

ways designers have come up with to reduce the number of Heads-Up Display (HUD) elements 

on screen and place them directly into the game world. 

Fagerholt and Lorentzon (2009) have identified that using diegetic interfaces, and meta 

representations as ways to reduce the number of HUD elements, and enhance immersion during 

gameplay. The researchers define diegetic interfaces as an “interface that is included in the game 

world” and meta representations as “elements presented outside the geometrical game world, but 

reside in the fictional world of the game” (Fagerholt & Lorentzon, 2009, p. 74). An example of a 

diegetic interface would be the holographic interfaces and the back of Isaac’s armor in Dead 

Space (see Figure 5). 
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Figure 5. An in-game screenshot of the menu from Dead Space, as you can see the player 

character is still in view despite being able to interact with the game menu. Additionally, your 

health and "Stasis" meter are tracked by the lights on the back of the character’s space-suit. 

Additionally, meta representations, which “represents an informational representation of 

the fictional world”, are often utilized to preserve an unbroken presentation of the game world. 

The “Pip-Boy” from Fallout 4, a wrist-worn information processing accessory, is an excellent 

example of a well-executed meta representation as it provides the player with an overlaid menu, 

that is being visualized by the character in a realistic manner. When the button to bring up the 

“Pip-Boy” is pressed, the character brings their arm to the character’s face, obscuring the players 

vision but leaving just enough around the edges to see that the environment did not disappear. 

We can also see the hands of the player’s character on the device, as well as manipulate the 

characters arm in different positions, allowing the player to see the device from a different angle.  
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Diegetic interfaces and meta-representations are not only cool and “novel”, but provide 

the player with necessary information without “pulling the player out of the game” to see another 

screen or look at HUDs, which would only be visible to the player, not the character (Andrews, 

2010). In Dead Space, when you select the menu button, the holographic menu appears in-front 

of your character and the camera is oriented to focus on the menu. When you close the menu, the 

camera angle shifts back to what it previously was and you continue moving in the environment. 

Almost every interface within Dead Space also uses holographic displays, allowing the player to 

see their character at all times.  

  Fagerholt and Larentzon (2009) also discuss meta-perceptions, or elements which “link 

the player to the sense of his/her game avatar in order to typically convey the effects of physical 

damage and changed health status”, as features that can aid in enhancing immersion in a video 

game. Often times this is done through “blood splatter on the screen”, and the reddening of the 

outside the screen (Fagerholt & Lorentzon, 2009).  

Firewatch, a first-person adventure game, is another great example of how diegetic 

interfaces and believability of objects in the game world can support player immersion. The in-

game screen is very minimalistic and virtually has no HUD elements on screen with the 

exception of a reticle showing you the center of the screen. The only time anything does appear 

is when you either interact with an object, come close to an interactive object, a new “Task 

Marker” appears at the top of your screen telling you what to do, or when you receive a new 

radio transmission. Whenever you interact with an object in Firewatch, your character reaches 

out and grabs the object in his hand and allows the player to examine and rotate the object while 

it is in the character hand. Additionally, whenever you open the map and/or compass, they 

appear in your hands like you normally would in real life, a similar concept to what was 
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described in meta representations (Fagerholt & Lorentzon, 2009). You can then zoom in to focus 

on the finer details of the map, whilst moving around the environment, like you normally would 

as well.  

It is important to mention that not all games can benefit from creating diegetic interfaces. 

By their nature, games like MMORPGs require a multitude of HUD elements to properly play 

the game, and the removal of such could cause user’s stress and the inability to perform actions 

effectively (Andrews, 2010). However, many first-person POV games can circumvent issues that 

arise with the need of adding HUD elements on screen. Video games like sci-fi games like 

Metroid Prime (see Figure 6) that incorporate a radar, map, health bar, and other important UI 

elements to a “visor” that the player looks through can keep players in the perspective of their 

character while still providing them with the necessary information to accomplish tasks and 

progress through the game. From this information, I have derived my last characteristic of video 

games that can lead to immersion: 
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Figure 6. An in-game screen shot of Metroid Prime showcasing the “visor” HUD and on-screen 

elements. 

10. Character Perspective Interfaces – The more a game simulates the perspective and 

perceptions of the player’s character, the more likely they will achieve higher levels of 

immersion. 

With this last characteristic, I now present the 10 characteristics that lead to immersion in 

video games: 

1. Comprehension– The extent to which players understand what they are doing, how they 

can do it, if they can do it, and why they are performing actions to accomplish goals and 

ultimately progress through the game. 
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2.  Intuitive Controls and Systems – The extent to which players have a sense of control 

over their actions in-game. Are the mechanics, systems and physical controls intuitive 

and naturally mapped? 

3. Engaging and Rewarding Gameplay - The extent to which a game motivates, 

challenges, and provides feedback to players. Is the game fun and rewarding to play? Do 

players find the game interesting? 

4. Emotional Engagement – The extent to which a game’s narrative or music causes a 

player to empathize with the game world and/or characters, and/or causes an emotional 

reaction in the player.  

5. Multiple Channels of Complete Sensory Information - Stimuli that allow for multiple 

senses to be activated allows for those senses to work together and give a player a better 

formed SSM, and therefore a heightened level of immersion. Additionally, the more 

“complete” a stimulus is, the less players must “fill in the blanks” in the environment, 

allowing for a better formed SSM. 

6. Cognitively Demanding Environments – The extent to which a game occupies a 

player’s mental resources. Do players have to focus their attention on the game to be 

successful? 

7. Believability of Objects in the Game World - The extent to which characters, objects, 

and other creatures in the game world look, behave, interact, and are placed in ways that 

are consistent with your conceptions of the real world and/or with the rules that the game 

has defined as true. 
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8. Realistic and Dynamic Environments- The extent to which everything in the game 

world is consistent with your expectations regarding the laws of nature, and/or your 

expectations of the laws that the game has defined as true. This can be broken up into 

Physics, Graphical Fidelity, Audio Effects, and Atmosphere. 

9. An Unbroken Presentation of the Game World – Refers to a game world in which 

spatial cues are consistent and do not disappear during gameplay. 

10. Character Perspective Interfaces – The more a game simulates the perspective and 

perceptions of the player’s character, the more likely they will achieve higher levels of 

immersion.  

External Factors that Influence Immersion 
 

It is important to mention that despite a developer’s best interest to make their game 

immersive, there are several external factors that can affect a player’s degree of immersion 

experienced during gameplay. The screen that the game is played on, the system the player is 

using to play the game, the method in which a player listens to the game, and the environment 

the player is physically in can all have effects on a player’s sense of presence, enjoyment, Flow, 

and immersion.  

Users who experience a media through a larger screen perceive the images as faster, more 

exciting, and more enjoyable compared to users’ who watched the same content on a smaller 

screen (Hou, Nam, Peng, Lee, 2012; Lombard & Ditton, 2000). Hou et al. (2012) also found a 

significant difference in favorable ratings of characters on a larger screen compared to those on a 

smaller screen. Virtual Reality (VR) headsets have also been found to increase the sense of 
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presence and immersion a user experiences in an environment compared to non-VR 

environments (Baños, et al., 2004; Riva, et al., 2007; Persky & Blaskovich, 2008).  

The strength of the system a player is using to play a game can have a large effect on a 

users’ overall feeling of immersion. For example, if a user is playing a fast-paced FPS on a 

computer that can only run the game at “Low Quality Graphics”, will not be able to provide 

players with a high level of detail in the environment, forcing them to increase the amount 

players must “fill in the blanks”, resulting in a “less complete” SSM (Wirth et al., 2007). 

Random game freezes due to system overheating can cause players to become frustrated as they 

have less, or no control over their actions, as well as breaking the flow of gameplay, taking 

players out of the experience as they now must wait for the game to function to continue playing.  

As was stated previously, surround sound systems in video games can lead to increased 

feelings of immersion, presence and emotional responses compared to stereo sound systems 

(Begault, 2000; Malham, 1995; Thiagarajan, 2013; Raghuvanshi et al., 2007; Parfit, 2005; Wirth 

et al., 2007). However, the user must have the equipment necessary to experience 3D sound in 

the first place. If the game has surround sound included in its design, but the user does not have a 

surround sound system or surround sound headphones, they will not experience this improved 

content, possibly leading them to be less immersed than they could have been.  

Additionally, environmental factors such as chair comfortability, level of room lighting, 

extraneous noise and distractions, and temperature, can all facilitate or inhibit a player’s overall 

sense of presence, Flow, enjoyment, and immersion during gameplay. For example, if a person is 

playing a game in an extremely hot room, they will have a hard time focusing on anything other 

than how hot they are, and how they should probably get out of the hot room. Also, players often 

report that playing a horror game with the lights off can help them “get into the game more” and 
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replicate the dark in-game environment as they would experience it in their actual physical 

environment. Physiological states and needs can also play a role in a player’s sense of presence, 

immersion, Flow, and enjoyment in a video game. Having an urge to go to the bathroom can 

throw a player out of an immersive state as they are reminded that they are not “actually in the 

environment”. 

Lastly, a player’s own personality can have an impact on a player’s susceptibility to 

being able to experience higher levels of presence, enjoyment and immersion during video game 

play. Traits such as openness to experience, neuroticism, extraversion (from the Big Five 

Personality theory), sensation-seeking, impulsivity, and self-transcendence have been found to 

have a moderating effect on an individual’s perception of flow, presence, and immersion (Laarni, 

Ravaja, Saari, Hartmann, 2004; Novak, Hoffman, Yung, 2000; Weibel, Wissmath, Mast, 2009; 

Wirth et al., 2007; Zuckerman, 2004).  

Specifically, the immersive tendency subscale of absorption was found to be positively 

correlated to an individual’s openness to experience, while the immersive tendency subscale of 

emotional involvement (positive emotions for extraversion and negative emotions for 

neuroticism) was found to be positively correlated to an individual’s openness to experience, 

extraversion, and neuroticism (Wiebel, Wissmath, Mast, 2009).  

Laarni et al. (2004) found that individuals who scored higher on extraversion were more 

likely to experience presence than those who scored higher on introversion; individuals who 

scored higher on the impulsivity trait were more likely to experience presence, and individuals 

who scored higher on self-transcendence (which is broken up into three stages: self-

forgetfulness, transpersonal identification, and spiritual acceptance) were significantly more 

likely to experience presence and identify themselves with a mediated environment (Laarni, et 
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al., 2004). Additionally, the researchers found that attentional processes in participants was a 

mediator in the experience of presence as participants who scored higher on presence paid more 

attention and were more involved with the mediated environment (Laarni et al., 2004).  

Why Make More Immersive Games? 
 

Creating video games that are immersive should be the goal of every designer and 

developer, as it has been found that games that can elicit greater feelings of immersion, presence, 

and Flow in players, leads to higher desired emotional responses, enjoyment, engagement, and 

satisfaction in video games and ultimately higher sales. (Baños et al., 2004; Ravaja et al., 2004; 

Schneider, Lang, Shin, Bradley, 2004; Riva, et al., 2007; Tamborini & Skalski, 2006; Västfjäll, 

2004; Wirth et al., 2007). 

Methodology 
 

In order to test this new model for immersion, we have created a new scale based upon 

several pre-existing questionnaires, as well as including several additions aimed at addressing 

areas in which these questionnaires are lacking. Specifically, we have used items from the MEC-

Spatial Presence Questionnaire (MEC-SPQ) by Vorderer, et al. (2004), the Presence 

Questionnaire created by Witmer and Singer (1998), an immersion questionnaire by Jennet et al. 

(2008), EGameFlow (Fu, Su, Yu, 2008), a Player Immersion scale by Qin, Rau, Salvendy 

(2009), and the Virtual Experience Test (VET) by Chertoff, Goldiez, and LaViola (2010), for a 

total of 92 items (see Appendix B). After doing so, we assessed the adequacy and consistency of 

these items as they relate to the 10 characteristics that lead to immersion that we have outlined, 

and grouped them accordingly. 
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For the initial round of data collection, we compared the responses of 51 participants who 

played Battle Chasers: Nightwar to predicted responses we expected to see based upon the 

game’s implementation of the 10 characteristics. After viewing the responses, the actual results 

were consistent with what we believed would occur. We then collected 67 participants who 

played World of Warplanes, and conducted the same procedure. After viewing the responses, the 

actual results were also consistent with what we believe would occur. We then compared the 

descriptive statistics to these two data samples to see if there was an adequate amount of 

“movement” among the responses regarding specific items in the scale. Upon examination, we 

concluded that responses were in fact shifting enough depending on the game that was played 

and continued forward with the data collection procedure. 

We posited that the results from the principle components analysis will result in three to 

five different factors with eigenvalues that contribute to more than 5% of the total variance 

explained, which coincide with 10 characteristics that we have outlined in the literature review.  

The games that we included in our study mainly came from games that were being tested 

within the Full Sail University User Experience (UX) lab. As this lab is contracted by video 

game studios to test upcoming games, that made it a natural choice to administer our scale after 

participants have completed playing these video games. The UX lab receives a wide variety of 

game genres to test, such as: 1st and 3rd person shooters, action-RPGs, strategy, and simulation 

games.  

Participants were then recruited based upon whether or not they have played games 

similar to the genre of the game that we would be testing. All participants were 18 years or older 

allowing them to play games rated as M for Mature by the Entertainment Software Rating Board. 
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All the games tested were run on identical computers with identical equipment and 

identical peripherals. All game settings were consistent across all computers that participants 

played on. We collected 164 participants who played a variety of video games, including: The 

Witcher 3: Wild Hunt (n = 17), World of Warplanes (n = 67), Battle Chasers: Nightwar (n =51), 

Overwatch (n = 10), and Total War: Arena (n =19). Participants played with stereo headphones 

on, and used a mouse and keyboard, with the exception of Overwatch and The Witcher 3: Wild 

Hunt, which was played using an Xbox 360, or Xbox One controller.  

Initial Analysis 
 

After collecting this data, the responses were then put into Excel to allow for reverse 

coding and conversion into a readable format for SPSS. After converting it into an SPSS file, an 

item analysis for summative scales were conducted. The total scores for each participant were 

calculated allowing us to recode the quantitative total score into a set of ordered categories. 

These categories were derived from performing a frequency analysis on the total score and 

separating the data into 5 different groups by adding cut points. The cut points are as follows: 0 – 

282, 282 -318, 318-345, 345-365, 365 and higher. These new categories were then recoded as 

1,2,3,4, and 5. For example, 0-282 was recoded as “1”, and 282 – 318 was recoded as “2”, and so 

forth.  

Afterwards, a one-way ANOVA with a means trace plot readout was performed on all 92 

items in the questionnaire with the factor being the newly recoded “Cut points”. To clarify, the 

one-way ANOVA was not performed in order to directly aid the statistical analysis, we only 

performed it as this is the method by which you obtain mean trace plot graphs in SPSS. As such, 

the one-way ANOVA results will not be presented within this study. After examining the means 
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plots, we were able to determine which questions resulted in non-monotonic traces. These non-

monotonic trace items were then thrown out of the questionnaire (mean plots graphs can be 

found in Appendix A). The items that were thrown out are as follows: 3, 16-20, 25, 55, 64, 68, 

75 – 76, and 85. After doing so, the same procedure we used for the One-way ANOVA was 

performed again, however only including the 80 remaining items that had good monotonic 

traces. Next, items that were identified as being “redundant” (that they assessed the same 

variable as other items) were also thrown out, leaving only the one item that had the best 

monotonic trace per variable. These items are as follows: 1-2, 8-9, 11, 14, 21-22, 24, 27, 30-31, 

33, 34, 36, 39, 47, 50, 52, 58, 69, 77, 82, and 87- 89, giving the questionnaire a total of 53 items 

(see Appendix C). After reducing the number of items to 53, a principle components analysis 

without any rotations was performed on the data set.  

Results 

The Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure of sampling adequacy identified that the strength of 

the relationships among variables was high (KMO = 0.892). Bartlett’s test of sphericity was 

significant (χ2 (5753.899) = 1485, p < 0.000). Initially, 13 factors with Eigenvalues greater than 

1 were extruded (see Table 1). 

The first factor was extremely strong, with an eigenvalue of 18.641 and accounted for 

33.892% of the total variance in the data. The second factor was weak, with an eigenvalue of 

2.674 and accounted for 4.863% of the total variance in the data. The remaining factors were 

also quite weak and did not account for more than 5% of the total variance in the data (see Table 

1). All 53 items in the scale loaded onto the first factor of the scale, while only 31 items loaded 

onto the second factor. The scale items and their factor loadings are displayed in Appendix E. 

The items that we had developed for this scale were consistent with items taken from the other 
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scales. These items and their factor loadings in parentheses are listed in Table 2 (and in 

Appendix E):  

Table 1. Total Variance Explained 

 

Component 

Initial Eigenvalues Extraction Sums of Squared Loadings 

Total 
% of 

Variance 
Cumulative 

% Total 
% of 

Variance 
Cumulative 

% 

1 18.641 33.892 33.892 18.641 33.892 33.892 

2 2.674 4.863 38.755 2.674 4.863 38.755 

3 2.157 3.922 42.676 2.157 3.922 42.676 

4 2.095 3.809 46.485 2.095 3.809 46.485 

5 1.633 2.969 49.454 1.633 2.969 49.454 

6 1.531 2.784 52.238 1.531 2.784 52.238 

7 1.484 2.699 54.936 1.484 2.699 54.936 

8 1.363 2.478 57.414 1.363 2.478 57.414 

9 1.269 2.308 59.722 1.269 2.308 59.722 

10 1.207 2.194 61.916 1.207 2.194 61.916 

11 1.108 2.014 63.930 1.108 2.014 63.930 

12 1.080 1.963 65.893 1.080 1.963 65.893 

13 1.018 1.850 67.743 1.018 1.850 67.743 

14 .976 1.775 69.518    
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Table 2. Supplemental Developed Items 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Discussion 
 

From the results indicated by the statistical procedure, it is apparent that there is only one 

factor in which the items in the scale load onto. While we had expected a variety of factors with 

eigenvalues that contribute to more than 5% of the total variance explained, it does however 

indicate that even if one single characteristic of a game is “poor”, a player’s sense of immersion 

will decrease.  

Although only one factor is present, the items that load onto this factor are quite strong, 

as all of the items had eigenvalues over 0.280, with the strongest item being 0.734. The data 

indicates that these items do impact the overall results of the scale, it is just that all the items are 

extremely intercorrelated with each other.  

Taking a closer look at the factor loadings from the scale revealed that the 8 items that 

loaded the strongest (taken from Appendix E) were more about whether or not the game was 

enjoyable, interesting, and captured their senses. These items have been listed below in Table 3.  

Item Number Item Author Item Characteristic
Component 

Loading

62 Aparicio
I am motivated to learn more about the game’s world, characters, 
and creatures. 

Engaging and Rewarding 
Gameplay 0.656

35 Aparicio How realistic did your interactions with the environment seem? 
Believability of Objects in the 
Game World 0.596

63 Aparicio I find the characters in the game uninteresting. 
Engaging and Rewarding 
Gameplay 0.573

29 Aparicio
I felt that the in-game HUD made me feel like I was actually in the 
game world. 

Character Perspective 
Interfaces 0.562

28 Aparicio I felt that the in-game HUD enhanced my experience during gameplay
Character Perspective 
Interfaces 0.551

32 Aparicio
I felt that the pauses in gameplay felt natural in relation to the game 
world. 

Unbroken Presentation of the 
Game World 0.516

37 Aparicio
To what extent did the objects, characters, and creatures in the game 
world behave like you expected them to? 

Believability of Objects in the 
Game World 0.480

38 Aparicio I felt that the objects in the game world felt out of place. 
Believability of Objects in the 
Game World 0.457

26 Aparicio
To what extent did the UI elements on screen aid you in completing 
tasks during gameplay? 

Character Perspective 
Interfaces 0.315
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Table 3. Top 8 Strongest Loading Items 

 

 

 

 

 

 

While these are not specifically “features” of a game itself, these items are more about 

the overall experience a player gets from their interaction with the game. This is particularly 

intriguing as the research from the literature review indicates that immersion, flow, presence, 

engagement, absorption, etc. are all a result of a variety of characteristics within a task or 

activity, as well as the process by which an individual is performing that task or activity (Adams, 

2001; Adams, 2014; Agarwal & Karahanna, 2000; Bringsfjord, 2001; Brown & Cairns, 2004; 

Csikszentmihalyi, 1990; Ermi & Mäyrä, 2005; Madigan, 2010; Malone, 1981; Schneider, Lang, 

Shin, Bradley, 2004; Sweetser & Wyeth, 2005; Wirth et al., 2007). It seems that these “fun” 

requirements are the most important things for a player to feel immersed in the game. 

After examining the ordering of the items from strongest to weakest, it is apparent that 

there is much variety in regards to the characteristics that the items addressed. There was not a 

single characteristic that “loaded more heavily” onto the scale in comparison to other 

characteristics. In the top 10 strongest loading items on the scale, Emotional Engagement is 

Item Number Item Author Item Characteristic
Component 

Loading

60 Jennet et al.
To what extent were you interested in seeing how the game’s events 
would progress? 

Engaging and Rewarding 
Gameplay 0.734

72 Jennet et al. How much would you say you enjoyed playing the game? Emotional Engagement 0.732

42 Witmer & Singer How much did the visual aspects of the game involve you? Realistic and Dynamic 
Environments 0.707

67
Chertoff, Goldiez, 

LaViola (VET)
I thought that the tasks I was able to do in the game were interesting. 

Emotional Engagement 0.702

10
Vorderer et al. 
(MEC-SPQ)

The game captured my senses. 
Cognitively Demanding 
Enviornments 0.679

90
Fu, Su, Yu 

(EGameFlow)
I felt a sense of control and impact over the game. 

Intuitive Controls and 
Systems 0.670

62 Aparicio
I am motivated to learn more about the game’s world, characters, 
and creatures. 

Engaging and Rewarding 
Gameplay 0.656

70 Jennet et al. To what extent did you feel emotionally attached to the game? Emotional Engagement 0.645
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represented three times, Engaging and Rewarding Gameplay, Realistic and Dynamic 

Environments, and Intuitive Controls and Systems are represented twice, Cognitively Demanding 

Environments is represented once. This variety continues throughout the rest of the ordering of 

strongest to weakest items (see Appendix E).  

Supplemental Developed Items 
 

None of the items we had created were removed due to non-significance nor non-

monotonic trace plots (see Appendix A). As such, these items were found to load strongly and 

consistently with the items we had taken from pre-existing questionnaires (see Table 2). 

Additionally, item 62 “I am motivated to learn more about the game’s world, characters, and 

creatures”, was the 7th strongest loading item (0.656) within the entire scale. Item 26, “To what 

extent did the UI elements on screen aid you in completing tasks during gameplay?”, was the 

second weakest loading item (0.315) in the scale. The remainder of the items loaded fairly 

heavily onto the scale. This indicates that the items addressing characteristics that we believed to 

be integral to video game immersion do in fact play a significant role in one’s sense of 

immersion. 

Comparing Results 
 

When comparing the results from the statistical analysis to other immersion, presence, 

and flow scales, we found that our results were inconsistent with research that was done 

previously.  

The immersion scale developed by Jennet et al. (2008) reported finding one “omnibus” 

factor that included all but six of the 31 items in their scale, which is somewhat consistent with 

the findings from our study. However, the researchers identified five factors which was found to 
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account for 49% of the variance after performing a direct oblimin rotation. Qin, Rau, Salvendy’s 

(2009) Player Immersion in Computer Game Narrative scale (which consisted of 30 items) 

identified seven factors that accounted for 58% of the total variance in data. Vorderer et al.’s 

(2004) MEC-SPQ reported finding eight distinct factors within their scale, however, factor 

loadings were not presented in the article. Chertoff, Goldiez, & LaViola’s (2010) Virtual 

Environment Test (VET) scale, which contained 17 items, identified five different factors that 

accounted for 65.8% of the total variance explained. Unfortunately, the factor loadings per each 

item on the scale were not provided. Fu, Su, Yu’s (2008) EGameFlow scale reported finding 9 

distinct factors that accounted for 74.29% of the total variance explained. 

Interpretation of Results 

There are a variety of possible explanations as to why our results differed from research 

done in previous studies. It is possible that the sample we had collected was statistically 

significant from samples that the aforementioned researchers collected. As this study was 

conducted at a university that offers a multitude of entertainment degree programs (such as, 

game design, game development, film, and recording arts) it is possible that our participants 

responded differently based on their individual experiences in the entertainment industry. Due to 

the time constraint in which this thesis was conducted, we collected a smaller sample size than 

we had originally desired. A sample size containing a larger variety of games tested, and greater 

number of participants could have possibly resulted in results different from what we collected.  

It is also possible that measuring one’ sense of immersion in a video game solely through 

a questionnaire could have led to the data experiencing a mono-method bias. As immersion is 

such a nebulous psychological experience, perhaps using a variety of physiological 

measurements such as galvanic skin response, eye-tracking equipment, and facial recognition 
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software could have provided more insight into the level of “immersion” that a participant 

experienced during a gameplay session.  

It is also possible that participants may have simply responded as “more immersed” due 

to a variety of factors such as: whether or not they simply liked the game (from a preference 

perspective), their “amazement” from some specific “immersive” aspect of the game (high 

fidelity graphics, realistic weather effects, etc.), or their preconceptions of that game they are 

about to play. For the latter example, one of the titles we tested The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt, 

achieved critical acclaim for its story, high fidelity graphics, immersive environmental effects, 

and was 2015’s “Game of the Year”. As The Witcher 3: Wild Hunt, is such a widely known 

game, it is very likely that participants (video game players at a university where there are 

several video game centric degree programs) were already aware of this title (or have played it 

themselves) and have heard high praise about it, possibly leading to artificially high responses.  

 It is also possible that a halo effect is present. However, we would have expected 

participants to respond positively on every item for “good” games, and negatively for “bad” 

games; therefore, every item on the scale would have been significant and have good monotonic 

traces.  But since we had removed 39 items from the scale, we believe this to be unlikely.  

We believe that the most probable reason for explaining our results is that the most 

important thing for an individual to experience immersion is simply whether or not they enjoyed 

playing the game. As was shown earlier, the heaviest loading items on the scale were items 

directly related to one’s experience playing the game - was the game enjoyable, was the game’s 

story, world, and characters interesting, and did the game capture their senses. 
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While it makes sense theoretically that immersion is a multifactor concept, our data 

indicates this to be to untrue. This might be due to an underlying factor that immersion is directly 

related to (similar to how neuroticism is linked to several anti-social behaviors). Perhaps the 

items addressing these specific characteristics are not distinct enough that players are not able to 

assess these characteristics as separate entities and instead assess all of them as a whole. For 

example, “great” games are “great” for a variety well-designed features whereas “bad” games are 

“bad” for a variety of poorly designed features. As all of these features work in tandem to 

provide players a mediated experience, if one of the features suffers, then the whole game suffers 

because of it. If a game has “poor” or outdated graphics, but “great” gameplay, meaning players 

have fun playing it, players will more than likely “look past” the graphics and say that they 

enjoyed the game. Conversely, a game with “great” graphics, and “poor” gameplay will more 

than likely result in players disliking the game despite the “great” graphics.  

In order to test this hypothesis, Ocasio De-Jesus (2013) performed a study in which the 

researchers found that there was no significant difference between physiological arousal nor 

emotional responses when playing the game Dead Space with very low-quality graphics 

compared to playing Dead Space with high quality graphics. However, questionnaire responses 

from participants reported that they felt that high/low quality graphics impacted on their 

physiological arousal and emotions when playing the video game. This is particularly interesting 

as it provides more validation that participants are unable to accurately assess their level of 

“engagement” in a video game, as there was no physiological difference between players playing 

the low-quality graphics version versus the high-quality graphics version of Dead Space.  

Additionally, if a player does not enjoy the game for whatever reason then that player 

will not become engaged with the game, and therefore not be immersed during gameplay. The 
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reason as to why they may not enjoy the game might be due to a variety of reasons, such as: 

unintuitive controls, boring gameplay, a poorly constructed narrative, simply not liking the genre 

or style in which the game is played, or poor graphics (however Ocasio De-Jesus, 2013 showed 

us that this might not be the case). It is important to note that individuals have preferences for 

certain kinds of entertainment; for example, someone who only plays first-person shooters like 

Call of Duty, will not enjoy, and therefore not be immersed, in strategy games such as the 

Civilization series, and vice versa.  

Researchers Nacke & Lindley (2009), found that participants who played levels designed 

for “combat-oriented flow experience” experienced significantly higher levels of arousal and 

positive affect (which was measured through electromyography and electrodermal activity) when 

compared to levels that were designed to be “boring”. The levels that scored higher on positive 

affect and arousal were designed with several criteria including: “complex and exploratory 

environment”, “various opponents”, “fitting sensory effects”, and increasing combat difficulty as 

the level progresses to name a few. The “boring” level was designed with criteria such as: “linear 

level layout”, “weak and similar opponents”, “repeating textures and models”, “dampened and 

dull sounds”, and “high amount of health and ammo supplies throughout the level”. The results 

from this study provide more insight that for players to feel immersed or experience flow, the 

gameplay must provide the player with challenge, agency on where they want to go, and capture 

their senses with a variety of visual and auditory effects, otherwise they will become bored, and 

not engaged with the game. 

It is also possible that “enjoyment” or “motivation to play” is a mediating factor through 

which all aspects of an immersive game must pass through. This would then move the focus of 

studies from “what directly affects immersion in video games” to “what causes players to be 
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motivated to immerse themselves in games”. It also might be the case that many of the things 

that cause enjoyment, or motivation to play are similar within high quality games. Determining 

what these “things that cause enjoyment or decrease enjoyment” are would require studies with 

more experimental control and could be based upon the identified characteristics that were 

outlined in the literature review. 

Perhaps, rather than thinking of immersion as the result of these 10 characteristics within 

games, we should think of immersion as a psychological experience that is derived from these 10 

characteristics but is an emotional experience “other than the sum of the parts” (Dewey, 2017).  

It would then seem that these 10 characteristics that makes games more immersive could 

then be utilized as guidelines for video game designers on how to make games more immersive, 

and what can “ruin” a player’s experience in a game. Perhaps instead we should be more 

concerned with a player’s level of fun, interest, and engagement in the video game to influence 

their level of immersion.    

Revision of the Characteristics that Lead to Immersion in Games 

Upon further inspection of the 10 characteristics, it was concluded that the Multiple 

Channels of Complete Sensory Information characteristic should remove Madigan (2010)’s 

concept of Complete Sensory Information, and instead insert it within the Believability of Objects 

in the Game World characteristic due to their similarity about “creating believable 

environments”. 

Additionally, the Realistic and Dynamic Environments characteristic was removed entirely, 

and included within the Believability of Objects in the Game World characteristic due to their 
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similarity of creating “believable environments”. As such, the name of this characteristic is now 

Believability of Objects and Environment in the Game World to include this information.  

An Unbroken Presentation of the Game’s World was removed and included within 

Character Perspective Interfaces due to the lack of items found in the former category, and their 

similarity between the two categories. Justification for this change was that the criteria that 

defined a “broken presentation of the game world” would be inconsistent with the player 

character’s perspective (e.g. there would not be text pop ups obscuring the player character’s 

vision in their reality).The revised characteristics are listed in Appendix G.  

Directions for Future Research 

 As was stated earlier, our results were inconsistent with the current published studies in 

the literature, however this does not take into account of possible non-published studies similar 

to our own. In order to determine whether or not our non-significant results are an anomaly, or 

are in fact significant in their non-significance, it may be proposed that future research could 

entail the re-administration of the scale with 52 items (removing item 83 for its low factor 

loading) with a larger sample size across a larger variety of video games played and perform 

another principle components analysis. 

 Additionally, it is also possible that including additional items addressing core concepts 

associated with each characteristic that are not well represented within the scale might have an 

impact upon the overall results. Examples of possible items have been listed below: 

Complete Sensory Information 

Adding in items related to the sense of consistency between visual, auditory, and haptic 

stimuli within the game world. 
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Believability of Objects and  Environment in the Game World 

Adding in items related to the sense of realism regarding the game’s “atmosphere”, 

environmental effects, and weather effects. 

Emotional Engagement 

Adding in items regarding how emotionally engaging the background music was during 

gameplay. Adding in items regarding how much players were able to empathize with the 

characters or the plot in the game. 

 Future research could also contain a series of studies in which one aspect of a well-

designed game would be manipulated in such a manner that it could “ruin” or detract a player’s 

experience within the game. These manipulations could be based off of the characteristics we 

have outlined within the literature review. These kinds of studies would help test the hypothesis 

that “enjoyment” or “motivation to play” is a mediating variable to a player experiencing 

immersion. 

Some examples include 1) manipulating a game to have severe input lag between a 

players’ desired movements and the actions on screen, 2) having pop-ups appear on screen that 

the player must constantly minimize, or 3) “static” or “dumb” AI that performs unrealistic 

actions and movements within the game world. 
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Appendix 

A. Means Plot Graphs 
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B. Initial Immersion Scale (92 items) 
 

Non-bolded words indicate the responses participants can answer during the survey. Headings 

above each section of questions denote which of the following characteristics these questions 

pertain to.  

Multiple Channels of Complete Sensory Information 

 

1. I was able to imagine the arrangement of the spaces presented in the game very well. 

(I do not agree at all, I somewhat do not agree, I neither agree nor disagree, I somewhat 

agree, I fully agree). Taken from MEC-SPQ dimension of SSM 

2. I had a precise idea of the spatial surroundings presented in the game. (I do not agree 

at all, I somewhat do not agree, I neither agree nor disagree, I somewhat agree, I fully 

agree). Taken from MEC-SPQ dimension of SSM 

3. I was able to make a good estimate of the size of the presented space. (I do not agree 

at all, I somewhat do not agree, I neither agree nor disagree, I somewhat agree, I fully 

agree). Taken from MEC-SPQ dimension of SSM 

4. Even now, I still have a concrete mental image of the spatial environment. (I do not 

agree at all, I somewhat do not agree, I neither agree nor disagree, I somewhat agree, I 

fully agree). Taken from MEC-SPQ dimension of SSM 

5. How aware were you of your display and control devices? (Not at all aware, Slightly 

aware, Moderately aware, Very aware, Completely aware). Witmer & Singer - 

Distraction Factor / Controls 
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6. How compelling was your sense of objects moving through space? (Not at all 

compelling, Slightly compelling, Moderately compelling, Very compelling, Extremely 

Compelling). Virtual experience Test (VET) - Sensory Content 

7. I found that the sensory information of the virtual environment was consistent. For 

example, the sound of two metal objects colliding sounded metallic. A visually 

smooth object felt smooth. (Not at all consistent, A little consistent, Moderately 

consistent, Very consistent, Extremely Consistent). Virtual experience Test (VET) - 

Sensory Content 

 

Cognitively Demanding Environments 

8. I devoted my whole attention to the game. (I do not agree at all, I somewhat do not 

agree, I neither agree nor disagree, I somewhat agree, I fully agree). MEC-SPQ Attention 

Allocation 

9. I concentrated on the game. (I do not agree at all, I somewhat do not agree, I neither 

agree nor disagree, I somewhat agree, I fully agree). MEC-SPQ Attention Allocation 

10. The game captured my senses. (I do not agree at all, I somewhat do not agree, I neither 

agree nor disagree, I somewhat agree, I fully agree). MEC-SPQ Attention Allocation 

11. I dedicated myself completely to the game. (I do not agree at all, I somewhat do not 

agree, I neither agree nor disagree, I somewhat agree, I fully agree). MEC-SPQ Attention 

Allocation 
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12. I became so involved in the game that I lost track of time. (Strongly disagree, 

Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly agree). 

Witmer & Singer Involvement/Control 

13. How much effort did you put into playing the game? (Very little, A little, A moderate 

amount, A lot, A great deal) Jennet 

14. To what extent was your sense of being in the game environment stronger than your 

sense of being in the real world? (Not at all, Slightly, Somewhat, Much stronger, Very 

much so). Jennet 

15. I temporarily forget worries about everyday life while playing the game. (Strongly 

disagree, Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly 

agree). Egame Flow 

16. I concentrated on whether there were any inconsistencies in the game. (Strongly 

disagree, Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly 

agree). MEC-SPQ Suspension of Disbelief 

17. I didn’t really pay attention to the existence of errors or inconsistencies in the game. 

(Strongly disagree, Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, 

Strongly agree). MEC-SPQ Suspension of Disbelief 

18. I took a critical viewpoint of the game. (Strongly disagree, Somewhat disagree, Neither 

agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly agree). MEC-SPQ Suspension of Disbelief 
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19. It was not important for me whether the game contained errors or contradictions. 

(Strongly disagree, Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, 

Strongly agree). MEC-SPQ Suspension of Disbelief 

 

Character Perspective Interfaces 

20. How much did the visual display quality or interface distract you from performing 

assigned tasks or required activities? (Not at all, A little, A moderate amount, A lot, A 

great deal). Witmer & Singer Distraction Factors and Interface Quality 

21. I felt like I was actually there in the environment of the game. (Strongly disagree, 

Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly agree). MEC-

SPQ Spatial Presence - Self Location 

22. It was as though my true location had shifted into the game world. (Strongly 

disagree, Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly 

agree). MEC-SPQ Spatial Presence - Self Location 

23. It felt as though I was physically present in the game. (Strongly disagree, Somewhat 

disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly agree). MEC-SPQ 

Spatial Presence - Self Location 

24. It seemed as though I actually took part in the action of the game. (Strongly disagree, 

Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly agree). MEC-

SPQ Spatial Presence - Self Location 
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25. To what extent did the UI elements on screen distract you during gameplay? (Not at 

all, A little, A moderate amount, A lot, A great deal). Aparicio 

26. To what extent did the UI elements on screen aid you in completing tasks during 

gameplay? (Not at all, A little, A moderate amount, A lot, A great deal). Aparicio 

27. To what extent did the UI elements on screen feel like they were a part of the game 

world? (Not at all, A little, A moderate amount, A lot, A great deal). Aparicio 

28. I felt that the in-game HUD enhanced my experience during gameplay. (Strongly 

disagree, Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly 

agree). Aparicio 

29. I felt that the in-game HUD made me feel like I was actually in the game world. 

(Strongly disagree, Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, 

Strongly agree). Aparicio 

30. The in-game HUD felt out of place in relation to the game world. (Strongly disagree, 

Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly agree). 

Aparicio 

 

Unbroken Presentation of the Game World 

31. To what extent did you feel disconnected from the game world during pauses in 

gameplay? (i.e.Cut-scenes, loading screens, menus, tutorials). (Not at all, A little, A 

moderate amount, A lot, A great deal). Aparicio 
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32. I felt that the pauses in gameplay felt natural in relation to the game world. 

(Strongly disagree, Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, 

Strongly agree). Aparicio 

33. I felt that the pauses in gameplay took me out of the flow of gameplay. (Strongly 

disagree, Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly 

agree). Aparicio 

 

Believability of Objects in the Game World 

34. How much did your experiences in the game world seem consistent with your real-

world experiences? (Not consistent at all, Slightly consistent, Moderately consistent, 

Very consistent, Extremely consistent). Witmer & Singer Realism Factors, Control 

Factors, Natural). Witmer & Singer Realism Factors, Control Factors, Natural 

35. How realistic did your interactions with the environment seem? (Very unrealistic, 

Somewhat unrealistic, Moderately realistic, Very realistic, Extremely realistic). Aparicio 

36. I felt that computer controlled (artificial intelligence) agents were used well in the 

game world. (Strongly disagree, Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, 

Somewhat agree, Strongly agree). VET 

37. To what extent did the objects, characters, and creatures in the game world behave 

like you expected them to? (Not at all, A little, A moderate amount, A lot, A great deal). 

Aparicio 
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38. I felt that the objects in the game world felt out of place. (Strongly disagree, 

Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly agree). 

Aparicio 

39. I was disappointed by the lack of interactivity with characters, objects, and 

creatures in the game world. (Strongly disagree, Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor 

disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly agree). Aparicio 

 

Realistic and Dynamic Environments 

40. How well could you identify sounds in the game world? (Not well at all, Slightly well, 

Moderately well, Very well, Extremely well). Witmer & Singer  

41. How well could you localize sounds in the game world? (Not well at all, Slightly well, 

Moderately well, Very well, Extremely well). Witmer & Singer 

42. How much did the visual aspects of the game involve you? (Not at all, A little, A 

moderate amount, A lot, A great deal). Witmer & Singer 

43. To what extent did you feel that you were interacting with the game’s world, 

characters, and creatures? (Not at all, A little, A moderate amount, A lot, A great deal). 

Jennet 

Comprehension 

44. I can comprehend the game story clearly. (Strongly disagree, Somewhat disagree, 

Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly agree). Hua 
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45. I think the position of the events in the whole story’s progress is clear. (Strongly 

disagree, Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly 

agree). Hua 

46. The obstacles or tasks do not hinder my comprehension of the game story. (Strongly 

disagree, Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly 

agree). Hua 

47. Overall game goals were presented clearly. (Strongly disagree, Somewhat disagree, 

Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly agree). Fu 

48. I am not burdened with tasks that seem unrelated to the game. (Strongly disagree, 

Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly agree). Fu 

49. To what extent did you feel like you were making progress towards the end of the 

game? (Not at all, A little, A moderate amount, A lot, A great deal). Jennet 

50. I found the user interface to be helpful in informing me of my current task. (Strongly 

disagree, Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly 

agree). 

51. I found that the content in the game was helpful in informing me of my current task. 

(Strongly disagree, Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, 

Strongly agree). VET 

 

 

Engaging and Rewarding Gameplay 
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52. I thought that the tasks I was able to do in the game were fun and interesting. 

(Strongly disagree, Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, 

Strongly agree). VET 

53. I found that the game did a good job of using a story to explain my tasks. (Strongly 

disagree, Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly 

agree). VET 

54. I feel successful when I overcome the obstacles, tasks, or opponents in the game. 

(Strongly disagree, Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, 

Strongly agree). Hua 

55. I am notified of new tasks immediately. (Strongly disagree, Somewhat disagree, 

Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly agree). Hua 

56. I receive information on my successes (or failures) of goals and tasks immediately. 

(Strongly disagree, Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, 

Strongly agree). Fu 

57. My skill gradually improved through the course of overcoming the in-game 

challenges. (Strongly disagree, Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, 

Somewhat agree, Strongly agree). Fu 

58. I am encouraged by the improvement of my skills. (Strongly disagree, Somewhat 

disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly agree). Fu 

59. I often felt like I wanted to give up during gameplay. (Strongly disagree, Somewhat 

disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly agree). Jennet 
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60. To what extent were you interested in seeing how the game’s events would progress? 

(Not interested at all, Slightly interested, Somewhat interested, Very interested, 

Extremely interested). Jennet 

61. Were you in suspense about whether or not you would win or lose the game? 

(Strongly disagree, Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, 

Strongly agree). Jennet 

62. I am motivated to learn more about the game’s world, characters, and creatures. 

(Strongly disagree, Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, 

Strongly agree). Aparicio 

63. I find the characters in the game uninteresting. (Strongly disagree, Somewhat 

disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly agree). Aparicio 

 

Emotional Engagement 

64. When I felt an emotional reaction, I felt that my emotional state was appropriate 

given the events that occurred in the game that that time. (Strongly disagree, 

Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly agree). VET 

65. I feel that I could construct a story about my actions in the environment. (Strongly 

disagree, Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly 

agree). VET 

66. I felt that the game used multiple techniques to convey emotion. (Strongly disagree, 

Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly agree). VET 
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67. I thought that the tasks I was able to do in the game were interesting. (Strongly 

disagree, Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly 

agree). VET 

68. After finishing the game, it takes a long time for me to return to the real world 

psychologically and emotionally. (Strongly disagree, Somewhat disagree, Neither agree 

nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly agree). Hua 

69. Parts of the story are formed by me in the course of playing the game. (Strongly 

disagree, Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly 

agree). Hua 

70. To what extent did you feel emotionally attached to the game? (Not at all, A little, A 

moderate amount, A lot, A great deal). Jennet 

71. To what extent did you enjoy the graphics and the imagery? (Not at all, A little, A 

moderate amount, A lot, A great deal). Jennet 

72. How much would you say you enjoyed playing the game? (Not at all, A little, A 

moderate amount, A lot, A great deal). Jennet 

73. When interrupted, were you disappointed that the game was over? (Strongly 

disagree, Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly 

agree). Jennet 

74. I am generally interested in this game’s genre, setting, and/or theme. (Strongly 

disagree, Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly 

agree). MEC-SPQ Domain Specific Interest 
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75. There was already a fondness in me for the setting, genre, and/or themes of this 

game before I was exposed to it. (Strongly disagree, Somewhat disagree, Neither agree 

nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly agree). MEC-SPQ Domain Specific Interest 

76. I have felt a strong affinity to the setting, genre, and/or themes of the game for a 

long time. (Strongly disagree, Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat 

agree, Strongly agree). MEC-SPQ Domain Specific Interest 

77. I just love to think about the setting, game, and/or themes of the game. (Strongly 

disagree, Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly 

agree). MEC-SPQ Domain Specific Interest 

 

Intuitive Controls and Systems 

78. How much were you able to control events in the game? (Not at all, A little, A 

moderate amount, A lot, A great deal). Witmer & Singer 

79. How natural was the mechanism which controlled movement through the 

environment? (Very unnatural, Unnatural, Somewhat natural or unnatural, Natural, very 

natural). Witmer & Singer 

80. Were you able to anticipate what would happen next in response to the actions that 

you performed? (Not at all, A little, A moderate amount, A lot, A great deal). Witmer & 

Singer 

81. How completely were you able to actively survey or search the environment? (Not at 

all, A little, A moderate amount, A lot, A great deal). Witmer & Singer 
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82. How well could you move or manipulated objects in the game? (Not well at all, 

Slightly well, Moderately well, Very well, Extremely well). Witmer & Singer 

83. How much delay did you experience between your actions and expected outcomes? 

(None at all, A little, A moderate amount, A lot, A great deal). Witmer & Singer 

84. How quickly did you adjust to the game world? (Extremely slow, Somewhat slow, 

Average, Somewhat fast, Extremely fast). Witmer & Singer 

85. How much did the controller (or keyboard) interfere with your performance or 

completion of tasks and challenges in the game? (Not at all, A little, A moderate 

amount, A lot, A great deal). Witmer & Singer 

86. I had the impression that I could be active in the game world. (Strongly disagree, 

Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly agree). MEC-

SPQ Spatial Presence: Possible Actions 

87. I felt that I could move around among the objects in the game world. (Strongly 

disagree, Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly 

agree). MEC-SPQ Spatial Presence: Possible Actions 

88. The objects in the game world gave me the feeling that I could do things with them. 

(Strongly disagree, Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, 

Strongly agree). MEC-SPQ Spatial Presence: Possible Actions 

89. It seemed to me that I could do whatever I wanted in the environment of the 

presentation. (Strongly disagree, Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, 

Somewhat agree, Strongly agree). MEC-SPQ Spatial Presence: Possible Actions 
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90. I felt a sense of control and impact over the game. (Strongly disagree, Somewhat 

disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly agree). Fu 

91. At any point did you find yourself become so involved that you were unaware you 

were even using controls? (Not at all, A little, A moderate amount, A lot, A great deal). 

Jennet 

92. To what extent did you feel as though you were moving through the game according 

to your own will? (Not at all, A little, Somewhat, Very much so, A great deal). Jennet 

 

C. Revised Immersion Scale v2 (53 Items) 
 

Non-bolded words indicate the responses participants can answer during the survey. Headings 

above each section of questions denote which of the following characteristics these questions 

pertain to.  

 

Multiple Channels of Complete Sensory Information 

4. Even now, I still have a concrete mental image of the spatial environment. (I do not 

agree at all, I somewhat do not agree, I neither agree nor disagree, I somewhat agree, I 

fully agree). Taken from MEC-SPQ dimension of SSM 

5. How aware were you of your display and control devices? (Not at all aware, Slightly 

aware, Moderately aware, Very aware, Completely aware). Witmer & Singer - 

Distraction Factor / Controls 
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6. How compelling was your sense of objects moving through space? (Not at all 

compelling, Slightly compelling, Moderately compelling, Very compelling, Extremely 

Compelling). Virtual experience Test (VET) - Sensory Content 

7. I found that the sensory information of the virtual environment was consistent. For 

example, the sound of two metal objects colliding sounded metallic. A visually 

smooth object felt smooth. (Not at all consistent, A little consistent, Moderately 

consistent, Very consistent, Extremely Consistent). Virtual experience Test (VET) - 

Sensory Content 

 

Cognitively Demanding Environments 

10.  The game captured my senses. (I do not agree at all, I somewhat do not agree, I neither 

agree nor disagree, I somewhat agree, I fully agree). MEC-SPQ Attention Allocation 

12. I became so involved in the game that I lost track of time. (Strongly disagree, Somewhat 

disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly agree). Witmer & Singer 

Involvement/Control 

13. How much effort did you put into playing the game? (Very little, A little, A moderate 

amount, A lot, A great deal) Jennet 

15. I temporarily forget worries about everyday life while playing the game. (Strongly 

disagree, Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly agree). 

Egame Flow 
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Character Perspective Interfaces 

23. It felt as though I was physically present in the game. (Strongly disagree, Somewhat 

disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly agree). MEC-SPQ Spatial 

Presence - Self  

26. To what extent did the UI elements on screen aid you in completing tasks during 

gameplay?  

28. I felt that the in-game HUD enhanced my experience during gameplay. (Strongly 

disagree, Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly agree). 

Aparicio 

29. I felt that the in-game HUD made me feel like I was actually in the game world. 

(Strongly disagree, Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly 

agree). Aparicio 

 

Unbroken Presentation of the Game World 

32. I felt that the pauses in gameplay felt natural in relation to the game world. (Strongly 

disagree, Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly agree). 

Aparicio 

 

Believability of Objects in the Game World 

35. How realistic did your interactions with the environment seem? (Very unrealistic, 

Somewhat unrealistic, Moderately realistic, Very realistic, Extremely realistic). Aparicio 
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37. To what extent did the objects, characters, and creatures in the game world behave like 

you expected them to? (Not at all, A little, A moderate amount, A lot, A great deal). Aparicio 

38. I felt that the objects in the game world felt out of place. (Strongly disagree, Somewhat 

disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly agree). Aparicio 

Realistic and Dynamic Environments 

40. How well could you identify sounds in the game world? (Not well at all, Slightly well, 

Moderately well, Very well, Extremely well). Witmer & Singer  

41. How well could you localize sounds in the game world? (Not well at all, Slightly well, 

Moderately well, Very well, Extremely well). Witmer & Singer 

42. How much did the visual aspects of the game involve you? (Not at all, A little, A 

moderate amount, A lot, A great deal). Witmer & Singer 

43. To what extent did you feel that you were interacting with the game’s world, 

characters, and creatures? (Not at all, A little, A moderate amount, A lot, A great deal). Jennet 

 

Comprehension 

44. I can comprehend the game story clearly. (Strongly disagree, Somewhat disagree, Neither 

agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly agree). Hua 

45. I think the position of the events in the whole story’s progress is clear. (Strongly 

disagree, Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly agree). Qin, 

Rau, Salvendy 
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46. The obstacles or tasks do not hinder my comprehension of the game story. (Strongly 

disagree, Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly agree). Qin, 

Rau, Salvendy 

48. I am not burdened with tasks that seem unrelated to the game. (Strongly disagree, 

Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly agree). EGameFlow 

49. To what extent did you feel like you were making progress towards the end of the 

game? (Not at all, A little, A moderate amount, A lot, A great deal). Jennet 

51. I found that the content in the game was helpful in informing me of my current task. 

(Strongly disagree, Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly 

agree). VET 

 

Engaging and Rewarding Gameplay 

53. I found that the game did a good job of using a story to explain my tasks. (Strongly 

disagree, Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly agree). VET 

54. I feel successful when I overcome the obstacles, tasks, or opponents in the game. 

(Strongly disagree, Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly 

agree). Qin, Rau, Salvendy 

56. I receive information on my successes (or failures) of goals and tasks immediately. 

(Strongly disagree, Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly 

agree). Fu 
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57. My skill gradually improved through the course of overcoming the in-game challenges. 

(Strongly disagree, Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly 

agree). Fu 

59. I often felt like I wanted to give up during gameplay. (Strongly disagree, Somewhat 

disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly agree). Jennet 

60. To what extent were you interested in seeing how the game’s events would progress? 

(Not interested at all, Slightly interested, Somewhat interested, Very interested, Extremely 

interested). Jennet 

61. Were you in suspense about whether or not you would win or lose the game? (Strongly 

disagree, Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly agree). 

Jennet 

62. I am motivated to learn more about the game’s world, characters, and creatures. 

(Strongly disagree, Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly 

agree). Aparicio 

63. I find the characters in the game uninteresting. (Strongly disagree, Somewhat disagree, 

Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly agree). Aparicio 

 

Emotional Engagement 

65. I feel that I could construct a story about my actions in the environment. (Strongly 

disagree, Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly agree). VET 
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66. I felt that the game used multiple techniques to convey emotion. (Strongly disagree, 

Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly agree). VET 

67. I thought that the tasks I was able to do in the game were interesting. (Strongly disagree, 

Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly agree). VET 

70. To what extent did you feel emotionally attached to the game? (Not at all, A little, A 

moderate amount, A lot, A great deal). Jennet 

71. To what extent did you enjoy the graphics and the imagery? (Not at all, A little, A 

moderate amount, A lot, A great deal). Jennet 

72. How much would you say you enjoyed playing the game? (Not at all, A little, A moderate 

amount, A lot, A great deal). Jennet 

73. When interrupted, were you disappointed that the game was over? (Strongly disagree, 

Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly agree). Jennet 

74. I am generally interested in this game’s genre, setting, and/or theme. (Strongly disagree, 

Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly agree). MEC-SPQ 

Domain Specific Interest 

 

Intuitive Controls and Systems 

78. How much were you able to control events in the game? (Not at all, A little, A moderate 

amount, A lot, A great deal). Witmer & Singer 
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79. How natural was the mechanism which controlled movement through the environment? 

(Very unnatural, Unnatural, Somewhat natural or unnatural, Natural, very natural). Witmer & 

Singer 

80. Were you able to anticipate what would happen next in response to the actions that you 

performed? (Not at all, A little, A moderate amount, A lot, A great deal). Witmer & Singer 

81. How completely were you able to actively survey or search the environment? (Not at all, 

A little, A moderate amount, A lot, A great deal). Witmer & Singer 

83. How much delay did you experience between your actions and expected outcomes? 

(None at all, A little, A moderate amount, A lot, A great deal). Witmer & Singer 

84. How quickly did you adjust to the game world? (Extremely slow, Somewhat slow, 

Average, Somewhat fast, Extremely fast). Witmer & Singer 

86. I had the impression that I could be active in the game world. (Strongly disagree, 

Somewhat disagree, Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly agree). MEC-SPQ 

Spatial Presence: Possible Actions 

90. I felt a sense of control and impact over the game. (Strongly disagree, Somewhat disagree, 

Neither agree nor disagree, Somewhat agree, Strongly agree). Fu 

91. At any point did you find yourself become so involved that you were unaware you were 

even using controls? (Not at all, A little, A moderate amount, A lot, A great deal). Jennet 

92. To what extent did you feel as though you were moving through the game according to 

your own will? (Not at all, A little, Somewhat, Very much so, A great deal). Jennet 
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D. Component Matrix 
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E. Items with Authors, Characteristics, and Component Loadings 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Item Number Item Author Item Characteristic

60 Jennet et al.
To what extent were you interested in seeing how the game’s events 
would progress? 

Engaging and Rewarding 
Gameplay

0.734 -0.115 -0.103 -0.209 -0.213 0.113 -0.164 0.166 -0.110

72 Jennet et al. How much would you say you enjoyed playing the game? Emotional Engagement 0.732 -0.322 -0.106 -0.207 -0.135

42 Witmer & Singer How much did the visual aspects of the game involve you? Realistic and Dynamic 
Environments

0.707 -0.221 -0.204 -0.104 -0.160 -0.114 0.166 0.162

67
Chertoff, Goldiez, 

LaViola (VET)
I thought that the tasks I was able to do in the game were interesting. 

Emotional Engagement
0.702 -0.128 -0.126 0.152 0.104

10
Vorderer et al. 
(MEC-SPQ)

The game captured my senses. 
Cognitively Demanding 
Enviornments

0.679 0.166 -0.235 0.163

90
Fu, Su, Yu 

(EGameFlow)
I felt a sense of control and impact over the game. 

Intuitive Controls and 
Systems

0.670 0.157 0.217 0.153 -0.330 -0.129 -0.165

62 Aparicio
I am motivated to learn more about the game’s world, characters, 
and creatures. 

Engaging and Rewarding 
Gameplay

0.656 -0.331 -0.180 0.107 0.216 -0.109 -0.201 0.207

70 Jennet et al. To what extent did you feel emotionally attached to the game? Emotional Engagement
0.645 -0.305 -0.116 -0.330 0.118 0.113 -0.159

43 Jennet et al.
To what extent did you feel that you were interacting with the game’s 
world, characters, and creatures?

Realistic and Dynamic 
Environments

0.627 -0.282 -0.124 -0.264 0.143 0.268

86
Vorderer et al. 
(MEC-SPQ)

I had the impression that I could be active in the game world. 
Intuitive Controls and 
Systems

0.622 -0.128 -0.208 -0.130 0.134 0.208 -0.264

15
Fu, Su, Yu 

(EGameFlow)
I temporarily forget worries about everyday life while playing the 
game. 

Cognitively Demanding 
Enviornments

0.621 -0.226 0.157 -0.214 0.275 -0.188 0.150 -0.174

81 Witmer & Singer
How completely were you able to actively survey or search the 
environment? 

Intuitive Controls and 
Systems

0.620 -0.136 -0.134 -0.118 -0.109 -0.337 -0.110 -0.124

71 Jennet et al. To what extent did you enjoy the graphics and the imagery? Emotional Engagement
0.611 0.128 0.155 -0.418 0.163 0.107

66
Chertoff, Goldiez, 

LaViola (VET)
I felt that the game used multiple techniques to convey emotion. 

Emotional Engagement
0.597 -0.284 -0.318 0.222 0.118 0.260 -0.115

51
Chertoff, Goldiez, 

LaViola (VET)
I found that the content in the game was helpful in informing me of my 
current task. Comprehension

0.597 0.222 0.122 0.247 0.252 0.103 -0.180 0.266 0.115

35 Aparicio How realistic did your interactions with the environment seem? 
Believability of Objects in the 
Game World

0.596 0.226 0.145 -0.283 -0.165 0.170 -0.205 0.159 0.106

13 Jennet et al. How much effort did you put into playing the game? 
Cognitively Demanding 
Enviornments

0.594 0.160 -0.373 0.152 -0.234 0.121 0.245

6
Chertoff, Goldiez, 

LaViola (VET)
How compelling was your sense of objects moving through space? 

Multiple Channels of 
Complete Sensory 
Information

0.589 0.132 -0.119 -0.120 -0.227 0.353 0.193

53
Chertoff, Goldiez, 

LaViola (VET)
I found that the game did a good job of using a story to explain my 
tasks. 

Engaging and Rewarding 
Gameplay

0.587 -0.587 0.225 -0.106 0.147

12 Witmer & Singer I became so involved in the game that I lost track of time. 
Cognitively Demanding 
Enviornments

0.586 0.206 -0.340 0.208 -0.251 0.265 -0.168 0.129

23
Vorderer et al. 
(MEC-SPQ)

It felt as though I was physically present in the game. 
Character Perspective 
Interfaces

0.586 -0.143 -0.260 -0.254 -0.149 0.269 0.123 -0.115

54 Qin, Rau, Salvendy
I feel successful when I overcome the obstacles, tasks, or opponents 
in the game. 

Engaging and Rewarding 
Gameplay

0.576 0.390 0.140 0.247 -0.115 -0.203 -0.150

65
Chertoff, Goldiez, 

LaViola (VET)
I feel that I could construct a story about my actions in the 
environment. Emotional Engagement

0.575 -0.190 0.104 -0.231 0.106 -0.157 -0.201 0.110

59 Jennet et al. I often felt like I wanted to give up during gameplay. 
Engaging and Rewarding 
Gameplay

0.573 0.215 -0.176 0.281 0.124 0.117 0.184 -0.213 0.108

63 Aparicio I find the characters in the game uninteresting. 
Engaging and Rewarding 
Gameplay

0.573 -0.203 -0.249 0.115 0.260 0.249 -0.249 -0.169 0.231

45 Qin, Rau, Salvendy I think the position of the events in the whole story’s progress is clear. Comprehension
0.571 -0.588 0.175 0.215 -0.150

91 Jennet et al.
At any point did you find yourself become so involved that you were 
unaware you were even using controls?

Intuitive Controls and 
Systems

0.565 -0.182 -0.384 0.112 -0.101 -0.100 -0.135 -0.283

73 Jennet et al. When interrupted, were you disappointed that the game was over? Emotional Engagement 0.563 -0.327 0.124 -0.183 -0.138 -0.105 -0.227 0.136 -0.211

29 Aparicio
I felt that the in-game HUD made me feel like I was actually in the 
game world. 

Character Perspective 
Interfaces

0.562 -0.167 -0.181 -0.356 0.240 0.116 0.155 0.287 -0.201

28 Aparicio I felt that the in-game HUD enhanced my experience during gameplay
Character Perspective 
Interfaces

0.551 0.162 0.102 0.296 0.214 0.188 -0.150 0.138 -0.394

57
Fu, Su, Yu 

(EGameFlow)
My skill gradually improved through the course of overcoming the in-
game challenges. 

Engaging and Rewarding 
Gameplay

0.536 0.197 0.236 -0.262 -0.277 0.312 -0.211

84 Witmer & Singer How quickly did you adjust to the game world? 
Intuitive Controls and 
Systems

0.536 -0.154 0.419 0.189 -0.288 -0.149 -0.242 -0.165

74
Vorderer et al. 
(MEC-SPQ)

I am generally interested in this game’s genre, setting, and/or theme. 
Emotional Engagement

0.535 -0.198 -0.259 0.201 0.106 0.271 0.138 0.269 -0.267

4
Vorderer et al. 
(MEC-SPQ)

Even now, I still have a concrete mental image of the spatial 
environment. 

Multiple Channels of 
Complete Sensory 
Information

0.530 -0.100 0.123 -0.323 0.299 -0.135 0.248

44 Qin, Rau, Salvendy I can comprehend the game story clearly. Comprehension
0.526 -0.627 0.181 0.253 0.119 0.177

56
Fu, Su, Yu 

(EGameFlow)
I receive information on my successes (or failures) of goals and tasks 
immediately. 

Engaging and Rewarding 
Gameplay

0.520 0.252 0.307 0.153 -0.180 -0.232 0.165

32 Aparicio
I felt that the pauses in gameplay felt natural in relation to the game 
world. 

Unbroken Presentation of the 
Game World

0.516 0.179 -0.131 -0.235 0.374 0.202 0.174 0.183 0.137

92 Jennet et al.
To what extent did you feel as though you were moving through the 
game according to your own will? 

Intuitive Controls and 
Systems

0.508 0.188 -0.246 0.200 0.110 0.201 -0.250

78 Witmer & Singer How much were you able to control events in the game? 
Intuitive Controls and 
Systems

0.506 -0.189 0.232 -0.106 -0.278 0.331

41 Witmer & Singer How well could you localize sounds in the game world? 
Realistic and Dynamic 
Environments

0.496 0.330 -0.204 -0.273 0.435 0.181 0.146 0.183 -0.117 0.161

61 Jennet et al.
Were you in suspense about whether or not you would win or lose 
the game? 

Engaging and Rewarding 
Gameplay

0.492 0.199 -0.235 -0.294 0.107 -0.382 -0.101

7
Chertoff, Goldiez, 

LaViola (VET)

I found that the sensory information of the virtual environment was 
consistent. For example, the sound of two metal objects colliding 
sounded metallic. A visually smooth object felt smooth. 

Multiple Channels of 
Complete Sensory 
Information

0.483 0.171 0.134 -0.166 0.254 -0.454 0.125 -0.295 -0.106

46 Qin, Rau, Salvendy
The obstacles or tasks do not hinder my comprehension of the game 
story. Comprehension

0.483 -0.296 0.378 0.215 -0.172 0.320

37 Aparicio
To what extent did the objects, characters, and creatures in the game 
world behave like you expected them to? 

Believability of Objects in the 
Game World

0.480 0.203 0.194 -0.386 0.242 0.230 -0.197 -0.143 0.135

49 Jennet et al.
To what extent did you feel like you were making progress towards 
the end of the game? Comprehension

0.480 0.177 0.129 0.125 0.204 0.178 -0.127 -0.325

5 Witmer & Singer How aware were you of your display and control devices? 
Multiple Channels of 
Complete Sensory 
Information

0.472 0.263 0.282 0.187 0.203 0.430 0.119

40 Witmer & Singer How well could you identify sounds in the game world? 
Realistic and Dynamic 
Environments

0.469 0.409 -0.257 -0.170 -0.347 0.381 0.105 0.128

80 Witmer & Singer
Were you able to anticipate what would happen next in response to 
the actions that you performed?

Intuitive Controls and 
Systems

0.458 0.372 -0.290 0.137 -0.202 -0.278 0.162 0.185

38 Aparicio I felt that the objects in the game world felt out of place. 
Believability of Objects in the 
Game World

0.457 0.391 0.296 0.377 -0.129 -0.133 -0.139 -0.153

79 Witmer & Singer
How natural was the mechanism which controlled movement through 
the environment? 

Intuitive Controls and 
Systems

0.450 0.186 0.263 -0.110 0.248 -0.125 -0.237 -0.219 -0.256

48
Fu, Su, Yu 

(EGameFlow)
I am not burdened with tasks that seem unrelated to the game. 

Comprehension
0.443 0.255 0.270 0.309 0.150 0.389

26 Aparicio
To what extent did the UI elements on screen aid you in completing 
tasks during gameplay? 

Character Perspective 
Interfaces

0.315 0.121 -0.269 0.204 0.433 0.303 -0.242 0.185

83 Witmer & Singer
How much delay did you experience between your actions and 
expected outcomes? 

Intuitive Controls and 
Systems

0.280 0.265 0.360 0.168 -0.232 0.417 0.156 0.132

Component Loadings
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Appendix F. Scree Plot 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix G. Revised Game Characteristics that Lead to Immersion 

 

1. Comprehension– The extent to which players understand what they are doing, how they 

can do it, if they can do it, and why they are performing actions to accomplish goals and 

ultimately progress through the game. 

2.  Intuitive Controls and Systems – The extent to which players have a sense of control 

over their actions in-game. Are the mechanics, systems and physical controls intuitive 

and naturally mapped? 

3. Engaging and Rewarding Gameplay - The extent to which a game motivates, 

challenges, and provides feedback to players. Is the game fun and rewarding to play? Do 

players find the game interesting? 
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4. Emotional Engagement – The extent to which a game’s narrative or music causes a 

player to empathize with the game world and/or characters, and/or causes an emotional 

reaction in the player.  

5. Multiple Channels of Sensory Information - Stimuli that allow for multiple senses to 

be activated allows for those senses to work together and give a player a better formed 

SSM, and therefore a heightened level of immersion.  

6. Cognitively Demanding Environments – The extent to which a game occupies a 

player’s mental resources. Do players have to focus their attention on the game to be 

successful? 

7. Believability of Objects and Environment in the Game World - The extent to which 

the environment, characters, objects, and other creatures in the game world look, behave, 

interact, and are placed in ways that are consistent with the player’s conceptions of the 

real world and/or with the rules that the game has defined as true. This can be broken up 

into Physics, Graphical Fidelity, Audio Effects, and Atmosphere. 

8. Character Perspective Interfaces – The more a game keeps spatial cues consistent, as 

well as simulates the perspective and perceptions of the player’s character,  the more 

likely they will achieve higher levels of immersion.   
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